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Dr. Dorman takes step up
by Rick. Mattoon

I

Pat Dorman. made the switch
this summer from chairman of
Societal and Urban Studies to
professor of Sociology, but she
doesn't feel' that it's a step
down. "I get to spend more time
with the students." That's why
it's not a step down? "Exactly."
she said.
Dorman
had chaired'
the
department since its beginnings
in 1972. At that time; there was
no central location. Along with
program objectives, her main
goal was to l'entralizethe
department.
Her objectives
were reached as' Societal and
Urban Studies is now located on
the second floor of the Administration Building.
She came to Boise from Utah.
after recieving a Masters in
Sociology, to work for the
Department of Health. From
1961 to 1967 she worked for the
department,
and conducted a
state-wide study on alcoholism.
111'l967 she was offered a faculty
position at what was then known
as Boise College.
In 1972 an overhaul was made
with the Social Sciences division. After the dust settled. a
nr-v department
was formed
"~)0cietal and Urban Studies"
with Dorman hired as departmcnt chairman. A multi-disciplinary studies department.
it
included Anthropology, Crimin-

f
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al Justice, Sociology and Social
Work. Social Work has since
been granted departmental status.
Dorman said the reasons 'for
the overhaul were adrninistrative reasons,
providing
an
umbrel1a for the social sciences,
but still seperating them.
Dorman saw growth during her
tenure as chairman. There was·
an increase of one faculty
member each for Anthropology,
Criminal Justice, and Sociology.
And there was a stabilization in
students
majoring in these
areas, Now. about 200 students,
are in Criminal Justice. 95 to
100 students ate in Sociology,
and although
Anthropology
doesn't offer a major, as soon as
it does, Dorman said, there
should be about fifty students
in that field,
Five years as chairman was
sufficient for Dorman. She said
. that after a while a person-can
get complacent about a job,
bored. or find the job too easy.
She didn't say if she found
herself in any of these positions.
but said she was fearful of
falling into one.
Dorman said that along with a
change in administration comes
new ideas and directions. But
she noted
that there
arc
limitations
put on the department by the State Board of
Education on whether they
allow or have fundings to allow

Students

favor raise

for women's athletics
Students favo~ a 52.00 Increase
to support women's
athletics, according to a threequestlon survey by.' the ASH
senate. Thesurvey was taken In
conjunction with the HemecomIng Royalty election. ~
In .fees

The first question dealt with
the possibility of eliminating
the mandatory $18 athletic fee
.which is included in the, $184
registration
fee. This would
result in students being charged
to-attend BSU sporting events.
618 voters felt that students
should continue to pay the fee
Dr. Pat Donnan
while 167 voters felt that fees
should be reduced by $18 and
for new directions and growth. _
that
students should pay for
Some changes are being made,
tickets to sporting events. 113
however. The department. is
students
left this ,question
waiting for fundings
for an
blank.
Anthropology major and fundThe second question asked the
ings for an Urban Studies Study.
student that if more revenue is
A Masters of Public Administrarequired
for the Women's
tion and Criminal
Justice
Athletic
Program,
which of two
Administration. Also, there is a
methods would- he most prefer
possibility of the department
be used to raise that revenue.
assuming a new title.
455 voters .favored' an increase
"Societal and Urban Studies
in resistration fees by $2.00 per
connotates a multi-disciplinary
semester while 304 favored an
academic unit." Which is what
increase inthe price of part- time
it is. But there is discussion
student
and student
guest
among faculty members for a
• tickets from $1.50 to $3.00. 138
new department title, such as
voters left this question blank.
Department of Anthropology.
The third question dealt with
Sociology and Criminal Justice.
student seating at football and

basketball games. It has been
proposed that some or all of the
student seats should be reserved, so that students would
choose their seat first come,
first· serve basis at the time they
pick up their ticket. Students
were asked what kind of seating
arrangements' and 258 voters
favored to have some student
seating reserved and some on a
general admission basis similar
to the present system.
127
favored having all student
seating on a reserved basis.
TIlere were 70 blanks left
unanswered.

Homecoming

donee Nov. 5
The Annual Homecoming
Dance for BSU Alumni and
students, will be held aj the
Mardi Gras,
November,
5.
Admission is free and the dress
is casual, but no jeans. A dance
contest will be held half-way
through the dance. TIle entrance for the contest is $2.00
per couple, available at the
door. Proceeds will go to. the
Cancer Society. Decorations by
Junior Panhel1enic.
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Broncos surprise
'Utah State' 23 ..1'6

Bronco wide recelvee Lonnie Hughes sprlJlgs forward to meeta
Dee Pickett pass In the second half of an unexpected USU ,vIctory.,
over the Utah State University Aggles lastSa~ay.,See
related
story. and pictorial on pagea 16-17. [photo by Dick Selby)
-'

Seventeen BSU "s'tudents choset:
for. 'inclusion in 'Who's Who-'
Seventeen students from BSU
have been chosen for inclusion
in the annual publication of
Who's Who J\mong Students in
American Universities and Colleges. The 'selection is open
yearly to juniors and seniors on
college campuses across the
country.
Nominations are made by
various departments
in the
schools, or by interested individuals.
Following
arc the students
selected from BSU: .
,
John Priscella, presently the
editor of the Boise State
University Arbiter. has a long
collegiate history 'of awards and
achievements. He. was elected-student body president at North
Idaho College and pioneered a
large amount of student rights
legislation, for instance. the
incorporation of the student
body, and the organization of a
student lobby. '
He .has debated for three
years and placed third in the Phi'
Rho Pi national debate tournament held in Chicago, Illinois,
arid has since won the Idah6
State CEDA Debate champion.
ship. He-served as the executive:
director of the Idaho Student
Association. succeededin block.
. ing detrimentaltuitlon.legls-

lation, served on the committee
that wrote the Landlord-Tenant
)aw:lobbied
for more funds to
be appropriated
to higher
education, and served on the
'Senate Sub-Committee to revise
the Administrative Procedures
Act. In addition, Priscella was
the founder of the Idaho Student
Convention.
Tom Jleeler has won various
awards for the performing arts,
has been involved
in the
Programs Board, and was the
recipient
of the Dii ector's

Award tor Achievement
in
Student Activities and Program:
ming from BSU in 1977. He is
currently student manager of
the BSU Food Service.
Shane Bengoechea, presently
an ASBSl' senator, has been in
the honors program through
college, and received various
awards for his leadership. and
academic abilities. He was vice
president of, the Fund Raising
arid Faculty
committees,
a
charter member and Member[cont, on page 11)
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m u.s news
ASS'senate
by

Diane Barr

During the course of its regular
Tuesday meeting on October 25,
the ASB Senate
allocated
$196.00 to the Broadcast Board,
reapproved the first reading of
Senate Bill #1 and heard a
presentation concerning a multipurpose pavilion for the BSU
campus.
By ali" 11-5, vote, the Senate
approved
a recommendation
from the Financial Advisory
Board (F AB) that gave the
Broadcast Board $196.00 toward
a trip to the Intercollegiate
Broadcast System's West Coast
Regional Convention in San
Fransisco from -Novernber 1113. According
to Broadcast
Board chairman Jerry Ostermiller, the conference provided as
opportunity for BSU students to
exchange
ideas with other
college and university personnel
who are involved in radio station
management
and production.
'Those dissenting on the vote
were Senators David Hammerquist,
Ernie Watkins,
Jim
Marshall, John Osterkamp, and
Linda Norberg.
Senate Bill #1 was reread and
reapproved. The version presented
at the October
18
meeting contained no enactment clause andhad omitted the
sponsoring senators' signatures'. The second reading of the
measure will take place at the
November 1 meeting.
The architectural firm of Cline,
Smull, and Ham~1I presented.a

~
_~
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reapprovesBill
slide show that gave their
design of a proposed multi-purpose pavilion structure for BSU.
Glen Cline reviewed the process
the firm had gone through in
analyzing the specific needs of
the BSU campus. A questionaire
had beem circulated to various
members of the student, staff
and administrative personnel in
an effort to get a view of what
was desired here. 'The firm
developed a concept that reflected this research. Specifically, it
found that there was a need for
a facility that would encompass
'mote than just a basketball'
arena a~d .concert center. Cline
stressed that the pavilion, ill:his
view, should be flexible enough
.to be used all hours of the day
and into the evening.
The proposed design for the
pavilion could included four
basketball courts, photo labs,
training
rooms, workshops,
office space for student organizations, meeting rooms, as well
as space for concerts
and
dramatic presentations.
The
seating for varsity basketball
would' be approximately 12,000
and for concerts about 8,500 ..
Total seating estimates were put
at 13,5000. According to Cline,
the project could be constructed
in two phases. he first phase
would include the basketball/
conert space, conference rooins,
and a variety of other facilitiies.
The second phase would consist
mainly of office space and two
additional basketball courts. In
addition ,to the building of a
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REGISTER TO VOTE
Boise State'. University Community
students, professoers & staff
can register for the Nov. 8 city election until 8 p.m.
Wednesday at the city clerk's office, in Boise City Hall.
Registration at the county clerk's office closes at 5 p.m. the
same day. Absentee ballots are also available at the county
clerk's office, in the Ada County Courthouse
Boiseans must re-register if they have moved since the.
1976 general election, when voters cast ballots for county
offices, the presidency and Congress.
Newcomers to town and others who have never registered
must' also, register to vote.
Voters must be city residents, U.S. citizens and at least 18
years of age.
Election information can be obtained by calling the county
clerk's office at 384-4440 or the Ada County Election
department at ,384-8991.
'
. Paul J. BuserJ.
Michael Gwartney
Campaign Chairman
Treasurer
343-6485,

pavilion, the total project would
include a remodeling job of the
existing BSU gymnasium.
The suggested site for construction of the building is
between Chaffee Hall and the
gymn'asium. The tennis courts
and varsity baseball field would
be moved to other locations
prior to the erection of the
structure.
Later, the Senate voted to
study the entire pavilion question and directed the Ways and'
Means Committee to investigate
the matter further.
In other action, ASB president
Mike Hoffman nominated Jolene Carver to the Records and
Policy committee, Larry Purviance to the Student Policy
Board, and, Joy McClean and
Kay Ogden to the Curriculum
committee. The Senate un amimously voted to accept all
appointments.
Hoffman also reported that the
Student Services department is.
looking into the possibility of
setting up a low cost charter
flight' for those students who
wished to travel to the East
coast at the end of the spring
semester. The same department
is also checking on a package
deal that would get students to
Hawaii over spring break for
about $300.00 That price would
include the air fare and hotel
costs for eight days.
The representative
from the
Health, Education, and Welfare
(HEW) will be visiting with
students on Monday, according
to Hoffman. The 'official will be
investigating the validity of a
',-complaint centered around university compliance with the Title
IX (equal rights) statute.
'
The Student Affairs committee
was directed to restudy its
purpose proposal concerning
the concept of an Advisory
[cont. on page 5J

TUESDAY, 'NOV· 8

Hope Kading
for- City Council

This year's, BSU Panhellenic scholarship award was presented to
Gamma Phi Beta at a dinner held on October 19. The dinner is held
each semester to recognize scholastic achievement
among the
sororities. This year Gaea Walker and Terri Kelly were given special
recognition for having 4.0 averages. Honorary guest at the dinner was
Carol Harvey professor of sociology.
Pictured above is Panhellenic president Pam Beam presenting the
scholarship plaque to Janet Trueax, president of. Gamma Phi Beta
sorority.

Marriage workshop runs
NovemberJ 1 through 13
Boise State University will
sponsor a three day workshop
for people widowed, divorced or
confused in their relationships
November 11·13.
Titled "I don't want to marry
again ... but ," it will be led, by
counseling
psychologist
Dr.
Hugh Pates from th"CUniversity
. of California. San Diego. It is
co-sponsored by Programs in
Communications, Inc. of Boulder. Colorado.
The 'program
will center
around lectures and discussions
about the individual and the
marital state. Questions
for
discussion will include "Am I

the Marrying Kind?"
'~Was I
Ever Really Married Before?"
and, "A New Partner: Human .,
Flesh and B1ood... or Fantasy?"
"I don't
want
to marry
again ... but" will be held in
Room 101 of the BSU Business'
Building starting on November
II at 7 pm-lOpm and continuing
on' November 12 and 1:3 at 9
am-5 prn ,
Pre-registration fees are $40.
and sign-up costs at the door are
$45.
Interested
persons can
contact BSU's Office of Continuo
ing Education. phone 385-3293
for program
brochures
and
registration information.

"Ring Day" scheduled for November
Students will get a chance to
seethe new line Of BSU school
rings when 'Josten's representative John Barton visits BSU
during Homecoming Week. ,

MinufesaWoy from BSU

345-2368,

VOTE FOR A CHANGE

1

00

173S Federal

Way

Planned activifies all day
Drop-ins welcome
343-0209

Barton will be in the Student
Union lobby from 8 a.m. to 5
p.rn , Wednesday,
Nov. 2.
During that time he will be
showing
rings
and taking

2

orders.
. Josten's is the company that
supplies BSU's diplomas.
Barton will bring with him a
variety of rings, including a
"Number
I"
football ,ring.
Birthstones will also be available.
Costs start at $78 for men and
$65 for women, and a $10·15
deposit is required.
A'special discount, or gift will
be given to those whopurchase
their rings during Barton's visit.
Rings will be delivered withing
six -weeks.
"We're
anxious to show
students whatwe 've got to offer "
this year., We think rings are a'
good way to show school pride.
plus make agoodinvestment,"
he adds.
Those who can't make the
special' "Ring Day": can still
order any time during the' year
from the Campus Store. which
also has Josten's
rings on
display.

I
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Jackson: 'Strength dependent on students'
by Rick Mattoon

This Is the third and final In a
series on Idaho's gubernatorial
candidates, the first two were
Governor Evans [Issue 6) and
Butch Otter [Issue 71.
Larry Jackson,
Republican
candidate for govenor, said in a
recent interview that he is
pleased with Idaho's students,
and that the strength of the
colleges and universities
is
"dependent upon them as well
as the leaders."
The students are "concerned

about the health and quality of
education" and are willing "to
give input in a positive way."
Jackson stated that Idaho is
good in this manner, and has no
problems in retaining
good
instructors' because of the good
environment on the campuses.
Jacksonis concerned about the
quality of education in Idaho's
colleges and .universities.
He
said there are nine schools of
higher education, and this offers
a good opportunity for learning.
He added that the state and
schools should be able to "Make
the kinds of decisions that will

keep their systems from overbur
deningthemselves" with currie'ulum and course areas that
"might delete from their strong
areas." '
He noted that there should be a
resistance
to the desire of
full-blown .liberal education' on
the four major campuses. They
should spend their limited
resources the best way possible
and avoid duplication
and
unnecessary curricular activity.
The biggest problem, he said, is
that people should look at each
university and consider it as

November interview schedule releas-ecJ
Career arid Financial Services
has released
its November
Interview schedule for jobs in
the Northwest area. The schedules and positions
are as
follows:
An opening for a management
trainee is available at the First
Security Bank for any major
with a 3.0 GPA' or above. The
probable location is Idaho, but
applicant should be willing to
transfer.
The interview
is
Novemberl.
A job in sales management is
available through Field Enterprises Educational Corp., for a
business
major desiring
to
reside in Boise or another
location in Idaho. The interviewis November 2 and 4.
A sales job is open at
Burrough's Corp. for a Business
MBA with' a 3.0 or above,
December graduates only. The
job is in Boise, and the interview
is Novernebr 3.,

I

).

I
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A staff accountant position is
open at Touche Ross & Co. for a
Business major with accounting
skills and 'advanced degrees
with emphasis on accounting
The position 'could be anywhere
in the US and the interview is
Novemebr 7-8.
The Marines are looking for
several officer trainees, in any
major, to work in the Student
Union' lobby. Interviews will
take place November 9-11.
An accountant position is open
at Price Warehouse for May and
summer graduate
accounting
majors. The position will be in
Seattle with referrals nation
wide. The interview is November 14.
A job is open for manager
hopefuls at Idaho First National.
Any major is acceptable, and
the applicant will work in Idaho,
but he must be willing to
relocate.
The interview'
is
November 17.

f'

With Christmas approaching •
.the employees of th~ Idaho State
School and Hospital are asking
for volunteers to aid in the
preparation, of a happy yuletide
season for the mentalIy retarded
'patients residing at the institution.
"Volunteers
can contribute
priceless iimo and energy."
said Jane Loeson of 'Vountcer
Services.
"(Volunteers)
are
important because they, provide
many extra services that supplement the basic, essential functions of the professional staff.
These are the services that
make it comfortable, and that

A corporate auditor position is
open at Union Pacific for
accounting majors with a 3.0 or
above for December and May graduates.
The job will be
located in Omaha. Nebraska,
and the interview
will be
November 17.
Two positions are open at
Potlatch Corporation: one in
accounting and one in management. Applicants
must be
majors in the respective areas ..
The job will be located in
Lewiston, and the interview is
November 21.
Finally, an Assistant Accountant position is available at Peat,
Marwick, Mitcheli, & Co. for an
accounting major with a 3.0 or
above. The worker would be
located at any of their offices,
and the interview
will be
November 22.
For further information concerning the above positions,
'contact the Career and Financial.
Services Department located in
the Adm~nistration building.

part of a whole, with each
fulfilling a mission.
On issues_concerning
the
colleges and university students
this year, Jackson said he
agreed with the State Board of
Education's decision on alcohol,
.supports
the State Board's
exemption from the APA, is
opposed to a student appointment to the State Board and
opposes tuition to Idaho students.
Jackson said he never was in
support of the sale of alcohol on
campus. He doesn't see a public
location a proper place for that
whether in a courthouse or a
library or a student union
building. He said the university
is public property and there is
an element in the public that is
opposed to alcohol on public. He
agreed with the "students'
point in saying they are adults ,
and of age to buy and drink,"
but in the privacy of their
quarters. He added that the
State Board did not duck the
issue when they enacted the
emergency clause of the Admini
strative Procedures Act (APA),
and were fair in their responsibility.
The State Board should be
allowed to be exempt from the
APA; if done properly, Jackson

siad. The State Board is publicly
responsible, and the APA gives
guidelines, but they have their
own procedures. Jackson saw a
student in a voting role on the
State Board improper. He used
the analogy of him owning a
company and giving one of his
agents
the right to make
decisions facing the company.
Jackson noted that the' analogy
may not be good. but the idea 'is
basically the same. He said it is
proper for students to give their
input.
Any kind of tuiti'on would be
seen as a last resort to Jackson.
He said all taxpayers provide for
education, students included,
and a student shouldn't pay a
disproportionate share. "Everybody's responsible."
Jackson is concerned with how
easily a student from out-ofstate may become a resident
and avoid paying tuition. He
said' many of them come to
Idaho because of the low tuition
cost as compared to other
states. He would be concerned if
suddenly many students from
out-of-state moved into Idaho's
schools.
Jackson is currently in hid
fourth term in the state House of
Representatives and works with
Capital Planning Insurance.
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,
by Terry McGuire
Located at 90.1 on the Fm dial,
KBSU Is as they say, "The last
station on the left." literally;
perhaps symbolically. The Idea
of operations
Director Gary
McCabe, the alternative broadcasting station has growth from
11 handful of dedicated hopeful
In 1976, to an, organization of
thirty-seven, Intent a~ Ii were In
seeing a new style, a new wave
of progressive music reach the
Boise listening audience. Dave
Schwartz, general manager, and
.Robb Campbell, Program DIrector, have their own feellugs
on the direction of KBSU, and
sat down with the Arbiter In
hopes that an understanding of
their goals and wants might be
reached with the - public. It's
message Is catching on.
ARB: What Is KBSU? How did
It come about?
OS: There was a little surplus
money a coupleof years ago and
he (Gary McCabe) decided, well
why not try this ... he took a
survey on campus, of about
three-hundred ... "Would you be
interested in having· a college
radio station?"
"What type of
format?" The format would be
somethingaltcrnative,
something other than Top 40, easy
Iistcning.
ARB: Are you still on a trial
basis?
.
. OS: No, we're really not on at a
trial. basis ... the FCC monitors
everybody, at any time. In terms
of format, we're new and a ten
watt college station; no I don't
think so, not anymore than
anyone else ...
ARB: What dlstlngulshes you
fi-om [commerclal stations J:
what's the difference?'
OS: They're singles orientated,
MOlt middle of the road: we're
AOR, . albumiorientated
radio.
We will play other cuts on an
album as opposed to the single
theyspin off (the artist) to make
it a commercial success ... we try
not to play what you hear
anywhere around town. Their
repetition' is a lot greater than
ours.
RC: They (commercial stations) .
would play a song until it's
proven as a formula, that it will
work ... we'll play the other
songs off the album. If it's safe,
they'll play it.
ARB: What's safe?
RC: It means it has been I
proven.
OS: We appeal mainly to rock 'n
roll people, but we appeal to
other people through
block
programming, as opposed to,
mixing it all together.
ARB: How do you ~ome about'
block programing? How do you
figure what's the best time of
. day to listen? .
DS: Mainly 0':\ feelings ... public
feedback. Obviously you, wouldll'twant to
play heavy rock 'n
roll at 8 o'clock in the morning.
You have to consider what your
greatest
liste!1ing saturation'
points are ... we want to get the
greatest
n'umber of pcople
listening to a special program;
to a block 'program,.3t one time
as we can.·
•
Schwartz pointed to the 6pm to '.
12 midnight .people. period as'

I

f f fi n on
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the largest audience listening
block. It Is at that time that the
most hetreogeneous
blend of
music Is played
over the
alrwaves, rather than one style
of music being ptayed throughout the evening; the exception,
KBSU's "Concert
Hall,"
Is
heard for an extended period;
from 6am to 5pm on Sundays,
Schwartz commented that the
classical music segment was
recleved
favorably
by the
public, owing to "Hall's"and
the station's diverse audience
coverage.
ARB: Do you see moving more )
towards an alternative
type'
market?
OS: ... Boise is growing at such a
rapid rate, we're getting all
types of people in here. People,
coming in from thc larger ~
cities ... they've been exposed to !
this type of format. KBSU has .
beem termed, "an oasis in the
desert of music in Boise" ... they
expect, not only musically, but
culturally, things .likc classical
music and art, and education,
hurnanities.. drama ... the people
are ready for it.
Dave SchwartzI " .••the people nrc ready fot It."
ARB: In a different vein, what Is
music ... and progressive is
possible.
Granted,
whenever
progressive [music]?
blending it together in such a
you work with students you're
RC: It's out of the ordinary. We
way that appeals to the greatest
going to have a headache ... their
do try to play an older cut
number of people you can. Put
situations change, their attithat. .. was forgotten and never
together as an art form.
tudes change ... as far as making
given recognition it deserved.
RC: It's like a palette with
it run smoothly, we'rc getting
Something that was a turning
different
colors, with your
much better service ... it's more
point, yet wasn't recognized as
different types of music.
encrgy devoted towards outside
such ... going 'into new areas,
ARB: Hopefully fitting.:.,what's
activities, that are going tohelp
turning people on to new music,
the 'difference now, from a year
us internally.
is what it is.
ago?
KBSU ilj gaining reputation
ARB: It's necessary to be a
OS: It's more businesslike
as a worthwhile effoi1; both
commercial success, ·yet?· ,
(now).
Schwartz' and Campbell cited
RC: Right, we turn people to
Re: !t wasn't as organized, we I
examples of how outside sourwhat is not. ordinarily .going to
didn't have this officc (setting;
- ces contacted them, on employbccxposed
10 (them) in this
for the interview); we ditlrr't ':
mont , and promotional materlarea.
have a news office ... it's still
als,
OS: Progressive is not necessarhavoc around here, but then it
RC: Whenever Iget something I
ilythe style of music, To-me it's
was amazing.,;
.'
dori't ask for. I get blown away'.
more ....how it's put together. A
OS: Wc'vc becn'aimcd towards:
OS: ... Record companies are
progressive person is one who
organizing (this operation), so
realizing that we arc affecting
will take all aspects of new
that it functions smoothly as
album sales in this area and
affecting them radieally ... we've
got two-hundred albums on our
play list, that are current, we try
to play during the day or during .
theweek.
It's really a big thing to be 24
hours a day. It looks good to the'
record companies and it's a'
PERSONAL THING WITH ME.
ARB: It gives the situation
validity.
OS: It adds substance ... a 24
hour student operation.
I
(Both Campbell and Schwartz
commented on the noteriety of
college stations in the eyes of
record companies, etc. in th.at
such stations have an alarming
failure rate.).
ARD:' What services nre you
going towards?
Educational'
wise, community sel:Vlce?
.

i
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Robb CampbeD: "It's Uke a paJettewlth

different cOlors; .. "i

os: We'll probably always be·
entertainment'oriented,
but .... ,
we're licensed "non-commerci- I
aI, educational facility,"
My
own commitments are, we have .
to increase
the educational.
programs we produce ... we're·
going towards arts and humani- '
ties education workshops.
'
Schwartz, wo.uld tend to, see
KBSU stretching out, beyond
musle,wlth Its outreach programs. He noted that ooveral
instruCtors on campus had been'

approached,
concerning
their
fields of study, perhaps preparIng a short, taped piece on their
specialities; topics of immediate
concern, relevant Issues that the
station's
audience might be
Interested
In, as well as
personel viewpoints and pieces
on figures In history.
I
OS: I'm more concerned;'
instead of seeing the campus
get bigger, I'd like to see the
quality of education improve ...
ARB: Are there any changes In
the future? Knowing
BSU [Its
air of apathy In question] could I
you air educational programs
and stili maintain an audience?
OS: We're hoping that the
production
will be creative
enough to .capture people's
attention ... we'll make them
group discussions rather than
structures, speeches ... Boise
State University is, it's sad to
say, very apathetic and very'
non-informed ...
ARB: 'What Is the future of
KBSU right now? Expansion? I
OS: It's to expand, with the
quality ... the dream is to be the:
number one station in Idaho .. .I
want to be a tool of Boise State
University ... a tool of Idaho. I
want to let people know that the
state is growing, it's got a' lot of
unique opportunities ... Let's educatcpeople
towards a quality
of life, rather than a quantity of
life .
ARB: Can we do that? We're
isolated culturally,
OS: It's growing'.Boise and BSU
represent a unique possibility.
ARB: Could KBSU survive
without the University?
OS: We're a tool of (it) that not
only means
students,
and I
administrators, but other programs on campus, .. we arc here r
to be used, uS'e us ... tothis point o
we really haven't been.
ARB: Could you grow, and [at
the same time] sacrifice you
autonomy, with more revenue?
OS: The decision we carne to:
Let's maintain our non-cornmercial status.
ARB: Would It be artIst vs,
businessman?
,
OS: Yeah, there are companies
you have to make at any time
you're dealing with large sums
of money, essentially sponsors
.. .last year it was getting this
whole thing running, this year
it's 'the same,
but we're
concentrating on organization.
ARB: Do you have a pretty tight
organization? Are you headed In
the same situation?
OS: I think so. There are basic
differences (between employees)', We all want KBSU to. grow
and to be considered a . viable
entity, to !lave, credibility.

I

I

I

The Intltial steps have ooen
taken. As· Schwartz reiterates
numerous times, the' future of
KOSU Is 'at least In part
dependent on puhllc Input, and
support; . he' stated, " ... we're
here to be used,' use DB. '!-
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BSU selected as test

Scholarships still available
"

.

Career and Financial Service
recently announced that the
following scholarships are still
available: The National Historical Society is offering $1,000 to
provide financial aid to a person
who has been out of school for at
least five years and now wishes
to continue his/her education.
Persons vying for this scholarship must be recommended by a
member of the National Historieal Society, must demonstrate
acceptance
at an accredited
college or university and must
not now hold a bachelor's
degree. It is not necessary to be
a History major, but, each
applicant will be required to
write an essay on "The Causes
of the Civil War.;'
Applications
are due on
December 21 "WIth the essay

deadline set for March 31. To
obtain an application persons
may write to: Karen Kennedy,
Admin. Asst., National Historical Society, P.O. Box 1831,
Harrisburg, PA 17105.
Up to $5000 is available for up
to four years from the Harry S.
Truman Memorial Scholarship
Fund which was established by
an act of Congress. BSU is now
soliciting nominations. In order
to be eligible applicants must
have junior standing in 78-79,
hav£e a; 3.0 GPA, be a U.S.
citizen and must have selected
an undergraduate field that will
permit admission to a graduate
program leading to a career in
government.
Outstanding
potential for leadership in government is a major consideration.
Nomination forms are available

center for ACT-PEP

from department chairpersons
or Career and Financial Services. The Faculty Financial Aid
Committee
will screen
all
nomination forms and select one
nominee
from Boise State
University. One scholarship is
awarded each year to a resident
of each of the fifty states. All
candidates are nominated by a
college or university.
The
deadline is NovcmberLl ,
Very few applications have
been recieved for the following
previously announced scholarships: a $185 'Vince Aguirre
Memorial, .Ski Scholarship; a
$200 Boise Women's Bowling
Association Scholarship; and SIX
$33 J .R. Simplot Co. Scholarships. Applications should be in
by November 1 in the Administration Building room 117.

Washington Winterim·'78
Students attending BSU have
been invited to attend Washington Winterim '78; a three-week,
concentrated examination ofthe
making of policy and laws, to be
held in January in the Nation's
Capitol. Through lectures, briefings at government offices, and
topical discussions,
students
will be exposed to the myriad of
~ people and organizations that
have an impact on national
decision-making, and will have
a chance to meet discuss and
challenge these policy-makers
on a variety of issues.
Washington
Winterim
'78,

conducted
during the first
weeks of January,
offers a
chance
to turn
Christmas
vacation, intersession break, or
mini-semester into a rewarding,
'educational off campus experience. In the past, students have
recieved 3-6 credits from their
sponsoring university for the
work completed during inter-im.
Not only does
Winterim
[provide a comprehensive aca.dernic program,
but housing
accomodations are also included
in the $295.00 package. Winterjrn participants will have the

opportunity
to observe first
hand the workings of government, and to meet with key
planners and professionals who
research, testify on, and evaluate remedies for domestic and
international problems.
For further information,
contact:

Boise State University has
been selected to serve as an
area test center for the ACT
Proficiency Examination Program (ACT-PEP), an exam ina'tion'-for-credit
service being
made available nationwide by
The American College Testing
Program (ACT).
The ACT-PEP Program features 47 college-level proficiency tests
based
on course
requirements
and covering a
broad range of subject areas,
including arts and sciences,
business, criminal justice, education: health, and nursing.
TIle tests are designed for usc
by individuals
interested
in
obtaining course credit at a
. college or university on the
basis of test scores representing
as appropriate level of know-:
ledge in a specific subject area.
At present, BSU gives credit in
seven tests in the area of
nursing.
The ACT-PEP tests are offered
on four national weekday test

dates each year at area test
centers located in educational
institutions and agencies throu
ghout the nation. The test
center at BSU IS supervised b-y
Darlene Pline, Testing Technician (3B5-1601). The center here
is established to serve individuals in the surrounding area.
The test center has descriptive
materials about the tests and
detailed information about the
procedures to follow in registering to take one or more of the
examinations.
The schedule of national test
dates and corresponding registration periods is as follows: test
date-November 3-4, registration
period, opens August 8 and
closes October 14; test date-Feb
ruary 2-3, registration period
opens November 7 and, ~Ioses
January 13; test date-May 4·5,
registration period opens Februarv b and closes April 14; and
tc~t date-August 3-4, rcgistration period opens May 8 and
closes July 14.

Eardley and Alpert to
debate Nov ~ 1
A debate between Mayor Dick
Eardley and mayoral candidate
Ken Alpert will be one of the
features
of the Candidates'
Forum Tuesday, November 1 at'
8pm in the Boise Public Library
auditorium. Organized by the
League of Women Voters, the
pr?gram will include a round-

table-discussion with the eight
candirlates for the city council.
In the last segment of the
program, all the candidates will
answer
questions
from the
audience. Co-moderators tor the
evening will be league represent
ativc' Marge Drayer and KAIDTV, Channel 4'5 Jean McNeil.

Photo-art showotL

gallery

Pat McDonough, Director
Washington Winterim '78
Washington Center for
Learning Alternative
1705 Desales Street, NW
Washington DC 20036
(201) 659-8510

BSU Baha'i assn. forms for
19.77-78 school year
The BSU B;ha'i 'Association
has formed for the 1977-78
school year. Founded for the
purpose of proclaiming ,the
Revelation of Bah'u'Ilah, Prophet/founder
of the Baha'i
Faith, the Baha'i Association
seeks opportunities
to, apply
Baha'i principles to promote the
unity of humankind. Some of
these principles include: belief
in one God, the Source of all
religion,
the elimination
of
prejudice and superstitution,
equal rights, privileges and
opportunities
for men a?d
women alike, the essential
harmony of religion and science,
the equilibration of extre~les of
wealth ana poverty, the estab-

Senate meeting

.

Committee lor the BSU Bookstore. That committee
had,
earlier. in the meeting, present
ed a specific motion on the
question, but some confusion
emerged over the proposed
membership of the committee.
Greg Easter gave a report on
the status of the tutoring
program. Be explained that, so,
far this semester. $200 had been
spent of the $1000 allocated to
the tutoring from the ASB:
Presently,' 207 students
are
involved in the program compared with 117 at this time last
year, Of these students who

lishment ot, a world auxiliary
language, and universal peace.
Announcing that humanity is
onthe threshold of a new age of
understanding, Baha'u'Ilah
(Iit ., the
Glory of God),
1817·1892, was tortured and
imprisoned over 40 years for
proclaiming these teachings.
Activities this coming year will
include sponsorship of Human
Rights day, World Religion Day,
and Race Unity Day functions.
Participation
with the BSU
Baha'i Association is open to all
students and faculty. The public
is ,invited to attend Baha'i
firesides (informal discussions)
Monday evenings at 7pm in the
SUB Caribou Room.

[cont. from page 2J
have sought help, 500/0 are
freshmen, 25% are sopho- '
mores, and .the rest are juniors
and seniors.
The Senate -also approved the
questions that will be given t,o
students
to determine, their
preferences about library oper- ,
ating hours. The questions will
list the present operating hours
<IS well as a number of proposed
changes.
Senate meetings are held every
Tuesday at 3:30 in theSenate
Chambers on the second floor of
the SUB: Student participation
is invited. '_

by Rick Taylor.
The' photography
of Ralph
Clark, professor at .Utah State
University, and Carl Toth of
Eastmen House are' features
from nowtil November 10 at the
Liberal Arts Gallery. Clark's
"Surf" 1, 2, and 3, are exciting
portraits of line. and mass as
they flow and, crash, along.

"',

.. ,.

"

"Lichens and Shadows" is a
superb
photograph.
One of
Toth's 'photos focuses' on windows within windows and sees a
person, a dog 'and patterns.
Toth Ieads you from emptiness
to form and excites your eyes
into seeing, the vast array "Of
perceptual angles -around you,
"To think,tointerpret,toput

~,-..,.-_·~-v

'~-;"-.·._.. r.~

.....

__,

an impression' onto film and
subsequently paper. is my goal.
If the image evokes a response
from a 'viewer that is' desired,"
says Clark;
If" you enjoy centering
your
attention
closely upon
the
amazing
microcosms
around
you. then stop in and view the
phojo-art of these t~o people.

I

"
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No more apathy

PAPeR."
conC01{Qe

Words that intend originally to stir those offended and stung
by them tend to disintegrate into meaninglessness
after a
healthy amount of use. They end sparking no reaction at all.
One such by-word of the new age is "apathy".
It first caught on as a new pop word around 1970. The US
(that's us) was just coming out of "the trouble and turmoil" of
the 60's, and anything other thana revolutionary reaction to a
social problem was deemed apathy in contrast to what had come
before.
--Words like this, as a rule, stick around for a brief time, then
having bled all they have to bleed, they go away. Unfortunately,
this tiresome work hasn't gone away.
It offends me to hear this very valid word flung so easily off the
lips of-lazy armchair sociologists, leaning back, smoking their
pipes and analyzing brilliant the. problems we face today, and
posing seemingly flawless solutions. .
.
It is a word whose simple usc 'now denotes lack of thought on
the part of the user. It is a mass appeal word, used by People
Magazines and politicians.
.
I state now that apathy is no more a problem today than It was
ten, twenty, or a hundred years ago.
The problem has been created for us:
There arc no more uncaring people now then there have ever _
been. The proportions have not changed.
There are no fewer concerned people now then there have ever
been. They are the ones who change times, rather than being
changed by them. They are simply not open revolutionaries
anymore.
They have gone under cover.
Theirs is now the covert
operation.
.
The triumph of our generation is that it has not repeated the
mistakes of our predecessors.
We have
learned
to work within
the
system.
Apathy is not inherent in the people who do the work, and as
long as the work is being done, the cry of "apathy" will
ultimately fall on deaf ears.
J.P.

1
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Rough road for Jimmy's plan
by Mille Hughes
This week brings news from. Washington
that there will be a rough road ahead for
proponents of President Jimmy's energy plan.
The opposition is not only coming from the
- traditional losers of legislative tiffs, namely you
and me, but even the industries involved in
energy recovery see the future of then
explorations as one that should aspire in every
way possible to maximize profits. The rationale
of the lobbyists peddling this line is that profits
insure
adequate
supply. Jobs
are' also
mentioned as a justification- for the high price,
high rate of return method ofbusiness. Given
the depth which the major newspapers give to
the issue as a whole, lightweight to say the
least, it's easy to sec why most people.haven't .
the foggiest notion of the directions thenational
energy plan would commit us to.
• ,
One thing that is becoming increasingly
evideht i; the feeling by White,House observers
that the President's
inate conservatism
is
beginning to overshadow any rhetoric of liberal
inclinations
which the "Reborn
Dupe"
campaigned on. Carter's new found humility
makes him an easy prey for industry "experts"
who foster the notion that any attempt to alter
business as usual will result in an America of
230 million people groping around in the dark
dressed. in bear rugs. Hence we have the
commander in chief talking about the "moral.
equivalent of war" while still promoting a plan
sold tohim by' the same insiders who have
botched things so completely over the years
.that it's a wonder our houses aren't already
"frozen shut. At least they haven't tried to
charge us for the heat they've generated under
our collars. A look at specifics is obviously the
next step' here.
According to figures released in 1976, our
energy needs were met as follows; 47% oil,
27% natural
gas,
19.2 % coal, 4.1 %
'hydroelectric and 2.7% nuclear. Comparing
Carter's plan, which he boasts rests on a
"cornerstone of conservation",
we find this
stone to be merely a pebble. The energy plan
mainly relics on increasing energy outputs in
.areas thought by Americans to be enviromenrally risky. Under this plan the 1985 energy
.projections look like thistconservation,
16.3%;
,50.4% coal, 22_8% nuclear, 8.9% from
'petroleum and a revised estimate for solar,
:down to 1%. As Carter brags of his concern for
'the environment, he does so .even while urging
:reliance on sourccswhichare
high risk. While
the rhetoric suggests that all segments of the
economy. must sacrifice,
the projected
distribution intends otherwise. As of today,
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both residential - commercial and industrial
account for 37% of the energy supply used. lit
the future, while -calling on all peoples to
sacrifice, the plan would increase the. industrial
share to 68% while reducing consumers', total
to 20%. Less supply predicates higher price"
and here an omnious portend surfaces. Energy.
bills account for 24 % of the before-tax incomes
of people in the lower one-fifth earning
brackets. As iitcome rises, this percentage
drops to 6% for the upper one-fifth income
brackets, Perhaps - the energy moguls will
beniguly see fit to, accept barter as a means of
. utility bill payment. Voices at the collection
stations can already be imagined, : 'Look, 10
kilowatts for two tickets on the 50 yard line. You
won't find a better deal!" Even while making these predictions, certain
Carter advisors sec the figures as, "not worth
talking about." To understand newspeak it
would be wise to assume two things; energy
"reliance will be left to those citizens who keep
the thermostat at 80 degrees while reading of
increased dividends on their oil and coal stocks,
and the rest of us will continue to fret over the
mentality
of our lawmakers
who - think'
conservation is a place where Indians live. The
total ignorance shown towards solar alternatives .is, made even more glaring by the •
suppression of a report submitted to the White
House by. the Federal Energy Administration
which detailed how a solar electricity producing
industry could begin now. This would initially
involve a savings of 500 million dollars a year by
simply transferring
20% of the Dept. of _
Defense's 'fuel operated generator sets to solar
powered systems. This government purchase
would be the first step in driving the price of
solar equipment down to a competitive level
which would facilitate home conversions and
bring in an era of increasingly declining
reliance
on non-renewable
sources.
It's
probably just a matter 'of 'weeks before· the
major energy producers start attacking the sun
'for past transgressions, decrying its intensity in
the summer and wailing about how thoughtless
it is in the winter. Oil company employees
~i11 be encouraged
to build underground
shelters and prepare for killer sun spots. Media
campaigns and bumper stickers could appear
with some plaintatlve,
sweat-rimmed
face
imploring God to make the sun go away. You
can count on the munchkins in the high
powered ad agencies to think of something ..One
need only spy the latest gibberish on behalf of
the oil companies to realize that arty. idea is
possible as long as there is a "client" willing to .
.pay.
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Academic advising system

t--letters to the Editor---'

needs improvemer-t
Fellow students, '
If there is one area in which
Boi~eState University has failed
to meet .the needs of the
students, that area is academic
advising. TIle present system
requires that each student be
assigned to a faculty member
who will serve as his or her
advisor. Then what? Well, that
isn't very well outlined .at
present.
It is clear that the advisor is
suppose to see his advisees at
least once' a semester to sign
their proposed course schedule,
and discuss any problems they
have encountered. Many times,
however, this does not happen.
, Students end up either having a
secretary sign their schedule for
find a pre signed blank schedule
form outside their advisor's
office door. As a result of these
abuses of the system, it is
conceivable that a student could
attend BSU for several semesters without ever talking with an
advisor.
When this problem is considered, one might assume that
these problems arc strictly a
product of faculty irresponsibility. I don't believe that this is
the case. The real problem lies
in the documents that set up the
advising system. TIlere exists,
at this time, no definition of
advising nor is there a list of an
advisot's responsibilities.
The
creation of such a definition and
such a list is crucial
to
improving our system.
Presently, I'm serving on a
committee, whose charge it is to
improve BSU's advising system.
The committee, made up of
faculty, students and administrators,
has formulated
the

Music department left out
Editor, the ARBITER:

I was extremely dissapointed
to read Andy Desilet's reply in
the "TIle Roving .Rcporter"
column concerning when and if
concerts are held at Boise State
University. Mr. Desilet replied
that there were concerts by
Maynard Ferguson, Walt Wagner, John Mark and Johnny
Almond. -Larry Raspberry and
the Highsteppers,
and even
included a rock concert at the
Mardi Gras.
The Boise State University
Music Department
gives an
average of a concert a week,
including everything from jazz
and contemporary
music, to
classical, percussion, and brass.
As a music major, who spends
many long hours of practice and
rehearsal time to prepare these
concerts, I felt rather slighted,
since Mr. Dcsilet did not even
acknowledge, the - presence ' of
our department.
After all, I
thought the Arbiter. was a

f

newspaper for the students of
Boise State University.
In closing, I would like to
suggest to Mr. Stoneberg, who
asked 'the question concerning
concerts at BSU, and any other
students who like to hear good
music, to attend one or two of
our concerts.
You may be
pleasantly surprised I
Sincerely,
Jennle Fleks

departments of Boise State that
you should take advantage of
the different publications that
the ARBITER and the Programs
Board offer by submitting a list
of your upcoming events so they
can be more widely known.
Below Is a calendar of events for
Nevember . December 1977.
Sincerely yours,
Andy Desilet
The Roving Reporter
Ail concerts are at the, Special
Events Center and start at 8:15
p.m,

In reply to your letter, I would
like to extend to you and to the
Bolse State Music Department a
formal apology for my"oversight
on your department's
musical
contributions to the university. 1wish to acknowledge
your
presence on campus, and to
personally
say that I have
always been very pleased with
the Music Department's prog-.
rams;
In closing, I would like to
take this space to inform all-

Jazz Ensemble
Concert
Sunday, Nov. 6 at 8:15 pm,
Chamber Orchestra, Chorale •.
Monday, Nov. 7·
Percussion Ensemble,
Opera
Thcatre: Stravinsky's "L'Hlstlore du Soldat "
Brass Ensembles, Woodwind
Ensemble .. Nov. 18
Orchestra .. Sunday, Nov. 20
Faculty Artist Series: Daniel
Stem, Violin; sara Blood, piano;
Faculty Trlo Monday, Nov. 21
»

orgunizations
and past
or
current issues, please' feel free
to contact _me or any other
senator of the ASBSU. If"we
, -don't have the answer for you,
wil will try our hardest to find

1. Advising be defined as "A
process of sharing information
about educational processes and
requirements as well as exploring educational. vocational, and
personal .options available to
students in which the completion of forms is incidental."
2. Advisor responsibilities be
defined to include being informed about university requirements,
maintaining
personal
contact in the advisees, tailoring
programs
to fit individual
students'
needs, maintaining
adequate hours to be available
to students,
being informed
about the availibility of auxiliary
services. providing information
aboutcareers related to a major.
being informed about programs
to achieve ,such a career, being
familiar with current job market
information.
The committee
has also
decided to put together
au
advisory· handbook which will
provide the advisors with access
to the information they-will need
to properly, advise students.
Other ideas such as seminars in
advising for faculty members
are also being tossed around.
I feel that the work of this
committee is of greatimportanee. BSU must 'make itself
better able to prepare students
for survival in the university
community, If we fail to make a
meaningful attempt to do this.,
then I think' we must begin to
question 'lYhether or not the
university should exist at all.

1

No input, rio action

-Edltor, the ARBITER,
lam
writing this letter .in:
regard to Steve Robertson's
article in the Arbiter. Program
Board Faces Problems. I would
first like to comment that I am a
senator
and know that all
senators of the' ASBSU are
interested in students input and
would like to have students
voice their opinions so that we
may take action on what they
have to say. In order for a senate
to be productive. senators need
input!
In regard to the Financial
Advisery Board, I am also a
FAB member. There had been a
request for an allocation of
$2500 towards
Theatre
Art
Festival. The vreasoning for it
being turned down was that
there was no supportive or
jusifiable evidence regarding
this request. Upon this request
there were only words spoken
and no writing whatsoever. FAB
has a tendency to be leary
towards recommending money
to be allocated for programs and
organizations. There have been'
alledged times that allocated
money in the ASBSU had not
been spent where they said it
would be.
The senate and all organizations .on campus are geared
towards the student. They exist
for the sole purpose : studentsl
Without students, these organizations would ceast to exist. If
there arc any misunderstanding
or. questions concerning campus

following as a working draft of a
definition of what advising
should be and an outline of
advisors' responsibilities:

someone that docs. The Senate
Offices are located on 2nd floor
of the SUPB.
Respectfully yours,
Terl Stancik,
Senator of Education

Mike Hoffman

~}}i:~

Reader eniovs billboard photo
Editor, the ARBITER:
Gee, it's been awhile since
I've written to you, but I just
had to tell you how neat I think
the cover photo on your latest
issue is. I mean the picture -of
the billboard with a' picture of
the stadium and those two big
strong football players was
swell. Or was that on the cover
of Focus? Well anyway. I
thought it was real nice. I know
there are some spoilsports who
say those guys aren't the best
Chi#t#ltt§d

*d'b§~

§

-

. on the team, but I like them.
They're so' strong, handsome,
Nordic looking. Know what .I
mean?
An golly, what with all the
rumors, floating around about
the new Dean of Arts and
Sciences executing department
heads in _ the fallout shelter
under the Ad Building it's hard
to know who to believe, if you
know what I mean. Maybe you
. can hclp me. Is it true that the
$"#

mM€ltmg#·#a

Nothing to do

'

withyou.r hands'?
Before they start getting away from
you, and doing things they may regret
lofer. put 'em near a typewriter
and have 'em crank out an article for

theNationaIARMBITER.
deadline noon, Nov. 15

,
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BAA and .the staff of the Focus
have petitioned the State Bored
of Education to ehange BSU's
mane to BFU (Boise Football'
University)? Come on, you can
tell a friend.
.
Expectorantly yours,
Bunny Fox

:Book·~tore,

Fiction, Biography,
Science
Fiction, Paperbacks & morel
455 MAIN ST.

'336.7722
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dinner llfyonr choice (sausage and meatballs excluded J free
refills on spagettl, All beer or soft drinks during course of meai
included. AlI for $2.951
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COME ON IN, WE ARE
LOCATED AT 1576 GROVE,
BOISE

PHONE: 343-6500
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Peggy Douds, Freshmam On the
seating at-the stadium, I think that
.the blue line' that divides' ..the
reserve and the general- admission
should be moved up farther. Idon't
think that the students .have very.., ..
much rocmto sit as it is. There are
so many students that go and there
is hardly anyplace to sit, and half of
them end up standing up over on
the' balcony or downstairs .. There
should be more seating for the
students than there is.'

Kathy Madland,Freshmtm:
In the
time I registered there were some
problems with English classes. I
could see some improvements that
could happen in there, like some
more help in that area. I think that
the issue of freshman registration
could be brought to a vote by the
student body. I know there were a
lot of seniors mad about that.

Robin Smith, Freshmanr I think
that there should be some kind of
vote on the parking situation here,
or find' some way to increase it,

Fred Stewart, Freshman: I know
that it is really hard to find a
parking place when you arc going
to class. I think that there should be
some way for the students to have
. some more reserved
parking
around the more important buildings. I think there should be some
way to have a student vote on the
parking. And I am sure that most of
the students feel the same way I do
on the parking.

Steven A. Urbusb, Sophomore: I
personally cannot think of. any
issues right offhand that could be
brought up. Well, there are a lot of
things that need improvement on
campus, but I don't think it is
anything that you could put into a
ballot box. Half the students here
don't seem to give a .dnrn, or the
only thing they seem to give a darn
about is the 'athletics. With that
type of thing you can't put anything
into a ballot box!

Mike Hoffman, ASBSU president,
senior: Well. one issue that is
crucial right now. Ithink. has to do
with the Health Center. It has come
to our attention
that the present
budget of the Health Center is not
sufficient to handle the costs that
they arc having at the present time.
111l1s, we arc going to have to
either look at a user's fcc for some
of the services that they arc
offering. or a student fcc increase.
I think that would have been an
excellent question placed on the
Homecoming ballot. I will say that
right now one. of. the student
senators. John Osterkamp, is doing
a survey on these questions. And if,
you would be interested in filling
out that survey, you can get ahold
of one by calling 385-1440.

Toni Crouse, Freshman: Over at
the Health Building there arc some
(parking) signs that say "Patient
Only" and. then they have the
number spots, where we know we
are not supposed to park, So when
we go over we park in the patients'
spot and we get a ticket, because
we didn't park in the number spots,
and they don't tell you these
things. There should be some vote
on the parking situation.

by Andy Desilet
Question: Now that you have
read the Homecoming ballot,
was there some issue that
wasn't on the ballot that you
wanted to sec a student vote on?

Peoples Libby

Jean King

The -displaced homemcker situation
Part I
J. sat down after her
husban'd's funeral to figure out.
her finances. She sat down to
the shock of her life. What had
seemed an adequate income.
o,J years
ago .was now pitifully
inadequate. After she paid her
rent and utilities she would only
have $40.00 a month to live on.
What was she to' do? Welfare?
No, her children, were all past
the age of dependency. Work?
At what? .Shehad no training,
no special skills or abilities
Linda

ALL SUBJECTS
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families, only to suddenly find
. except for those she had become
expert in as a homemaker. Most :
themselves
deprived of the
employers would refuse to give
"golden years" they had every
her a chance becauseof her age
right to expect. In most cases
--56. The only jobs open to her
they arc left without any means
were those that would require
to provide for themselves.
In the last decade there has
long hours on her feet, such as
waitress,
laundry
or maid
been a 46% increase in the
positions. These ,were impos-,
number of households headed
sible too because of an arthritic
by women. About two-thirds' of
knee and ankle. Social Security?'
those families at or below the
Too young. Too young!! She is
poverty level arc headed by
too old to work and too young to
women. This happens because
retire. Where can she tum?
women cannot get employment
Linda J. is. a displaced homewhich pays enough to support
maker.
their families.
Do you know a Betty K.? Her
TIle displaced homemakers
husband came home one evesituation is not hopeless. It can
. ning, packed a suitcase. said,
be changed. Women are form"You can have the house ... I'm
ing groups to present alterleaving!" As the shock waves of
native programs and to help
his leaving gradually receded,
draft legislation.
Displaced
Betty began to find out just how
homemakers
need training
much of a gift the house really
programs and placement agenwas. Property taxes, insurance.
cies. There must be a task force'
and maintenance amounted to
whose job it is to inform the'
more a month than she could
public that it is missing out on a
cam. Too old to work (no recent
gold mine of eager,competent
job experience, she said). and
and dependable workers. The
too young for Social Security.
bugaboo of "no recent work
The first· thing to go is the
experience" must be overcome.
house. Then what? Betty K, isa
Slicing up the existing emdisplaced homemaker.
ployrnent.pieinto thinner pieces
Displaced' homemakers
are
to accommodate this growing
womenwho, after years devoted
work force. is not the answer.
to homemaking: suddenly find
,111is solution only penalizes the
I themselves alone, due to death
women who' arc already emor divorce.
Many of these'
.ployed. Centers are needed to
.create new jobs and provide
I women are women who have
been left to fend for themselves
twining and placement in those
in their middle years. These
jobs. Some of the possibilities
I women have spent their lives
could be home health care
devoted to .their husbands and
[cont, next. page}'
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Traveling light by Solly Thomas

Ea~i~r sai9 t~an washed, or How to get things done
The following IS ~ true
a~count of how a con:mlttee of
SIX went. about the assigned task
of washing an elephant.
"First of all," said Chairperson, "Let me take this opportunity to descr!be the opportunity
I have provided for you. Lest
any think it was easy for me to
assemble
the brushes
and
buckets, to say nothing of the
soap, for your use in this
project. .. "
"That's right," broke in First
Assistant, "Chai~p~rson worked
hard to get those things for you,
you know."
"It's not as though I need
them myself,"
Chairperson
continued, "because I can walk
into the barn anytime and pick
up' the nearest bucket and no
questions will be asked."
"Hey rnan.. how's that?"
First Cofnmirteeperson asked.
"Why," Chairperson seemed
offended that anyone would
have to ask such a question,
"It's because of my position,
doncha' no?"
"Oh yeah, I forget."
"Well," Chairperson eontinued, "how do you all feel about
it?"
"Don't ask," a voice said
quietly.
"I think we should hire a
specialist to tell us whether or
not the whole thing is feasible,"
Second Committeeperson said.
"Good idea," said Chairperson.
:'What will it cost?" asked
First Assistant.
"Even if we spend $50, at
least we would 'know the facts
before we go out there and start
scrubbing,"
responded Chair~rsoo.
·"What 'about the party?"
asked' First Cornrnitteeperson,
"I'll take care of the financial
part," Chairperson, hands clasped across stomach. smiled
around' the room.
"Whoopee! Chairperson's
going to pick up- the tab,"
Committee Clown shouted.
"I didn't say that, retorted
chairperson, "I said, I'll take
care of the financial part:"
"Like how, man?" asked"

FIrst Commltteeperson.
"Oh, .~ have ways," Chairperson hinted.
"Are we going to wash that
elephant or not?" a voice called
out.
"I think we should hire a
specialist even if it 'does cost
5100. It would be money well
spent." Chairperson stood up.
"Otherwise we' will just go
around and around and never
get the job done. What do you
all think?"
."I vote yes because it-was my
idea in the first place and I want
you all to remember that it was
my idea in the first place,"
Second Committeeperson spoke
rather loudly, .
"Did you hear the one about
the three doctors who operated
on a shoestring?"
Committee
Clown asked ito one in particular.
.
"It's
all settled
then,"
Chairperson said, "I'll take the
specialist
out to lunch or
something and we will talk and.
then I'll report back to you
afterward."
"They
turned
it. into a
bundle."
"Is this true?" Chairperson
looked thunderstruck. "After all
the work I've done to even get
you that soap. It's not Iike I
needed it for myself. After all,
anytime I want, I can get free
soap, because of my position
you know. But I put in some
very difficult hours just for your
sake, just to make it easier for
you, just to provide another
benefit to my committee mernber."
. "I vote we give all the soap to
First' Assistant who will lock it
aW~fromu~~u~we~n1
be. trusted with it' anymore."
Third Committeeperson
spoke
up quickly. .'
•
"Yeah, and we can sign a
sheet
whenever
we want
some," added Fourth Committeeperson.
.
"I can be trusted with soap.
And I certainly don't think it's
necessary to have to sign in
order to'. use some. Besides,"
Fifth Cornmitteeperson continued, "how dowe get soap when

Displaced
homemakers.....

First Assistant isn't here?"
"Yeah," said Clown, "maybe
we'll need it-vbad!"
"I WILL keep the soap."
First Assistant informed the
committeemembers,"
and you
can sign for it in advance, if you
think you are going to need it. _
Also, it will be kept in the cigar
box on the top of my desk so you
can pick it up whenever you
want to."
'~Well, now that's settled."
Chairperson's
hands
rubbed
together,
"Let's
see, we're
going to hire that specialist,
better make it SI50, First
Assistant, just in case lunch
runs over a bit. And now we
need to talk about the party."
"You sure youcan handle the
financial bit?" Second Committeeperson asked.
"Nothing to worry about."
Chairperson said.'
"Cause that's what we'll
have, group, nothing," ,craked
Committee Clown.
"That's
not. true,"
First
Assistant spoke up, "Chairperson has worked very hard to get
us a place to have the party and
has make all kinds of arrangements for us so we could have a
good time."
"Yeah? Like what, man?"
"All I'm asking from you is
that you come to the party and
enjoy yourself,"
Chairperson
appealed, "bring a friend and
maybe a little snack, enough to
feed about 20 persons, and, if
you want sornethingrto drink,
better bring a bottle, don't
forget the mix."
"Is that all?" First Committeeperson asked eagerly.
"I could use a couple of bucks

. from each of you _but that's okI mean, it would just help make
things go a bit better if you
could each see your way clear to
donate a dollar or two for the
cause. " Chairperson
smiled.
"It's your party, you know. I'm
not doing this for myself. After
all, I can go into the bam at
anytime and pick up a party, onful."
account. of my position, you
know,"
"Sign the sheet before you
leave and give me two dollars,"
First Assistant demanded.
"Everything
seems to be
taken care of, doesn't it?" asked
Chairperson.
"Not quite," said a voice,
"someone back here has something to say."
"The chair recognizes Fifth
Cornmitteeperson,"
Chairperson said grandly.
"I vote we immediately
dismiss Fourth Comrriitteeperson," Fifth. Committeeperson's
voice trembled with emotion.
This is a shocking surprise,"
Chairperson sat down heavily.
"Whatever reason do you have
to make such a move?"
"Because Fourth Committee-

person has not attended to duty
and we are really in 'a mess."
"Please explain yourself, Fifth,
Committeeperson,"
Chairperson requested.
"I did not,;' interjected Fourth
Committeeperson, "Well, maybe I did a little, but, from now
on, you'll see, I'll be wonder.
"Easy for you to say," said
Committee Clown.
"Look," said Fourth Commit.
teeperson, "I'Il be the first to
admit I have been a little lax,
but I promise to clean up my act.
And, I think I should have
another chance. After all, it's
not like I meant to lose, the
elephant."
. "S2OO would be a better
figure for that specialist, don't
you think, First Assista~t?"
.Chairperson asked confidentialIy.
"Like, the party's gonna'be a
bust,"
said the Committee
Clown. "Cause I'm gonna' call .
the cops about half-way tnrough."
"You were wonderful tonight,
Chairperson,"
murmured First
Assistant.
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Very OLD records
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A
technician:
widow-to-widow.
counselor, aging programs information specialist and marital
dissolution counselor ... etc:
positions which utilize the skills
which these
women
have
perfected
through
years of
service as homemakers.
Displaced homemaker bills
are being drafted in many
states. Idaho is one of them. The
purpose of these bills is to help
women make it through a period
of readjustment. so that they
may become productive, selfsufficient members of society;
The Displaced .Homemakers
Act, as presented to the 94th
Congress by Representative
Yvonne Burke, specifies the
establishment of multi-purpose
centers to give job training and
placement services. These centers would also provide health

care counseling and referrals,
education and help with legal
problems and training in financial management. The act would
provide outreach and information services pertaining
to
already existing programs. It
will also study the possibility of
placing displaced homemakers.
.under temporary unemployment
compensation.
Some states have already
independently
passed legislation to set up these centers in
their own states. Next week's
column will deal with what has
been done and the unique
method employed by the women
of California to obtain legislative
approval of their plan for
establishing
centers in their
state, The same method could
easily be used bythe State of
Idaho.

Presents

BILLY BRAUN
October 31 thru November 2
Bpm to lam
110 S. 5ih,Boise-cornerof

5th & Main
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Stump

TRIVI

8. Wh~t hockey vplayer was
nicknamed "The Rocket"?

film

9. In what
did Betty Hutton
and Howard Keel' sing "Any-"
thing You Can Do I Can Do
Better"?

R T

.10. Identify the movie from this
memorable dialogue:
Kirk Douglas: "Mine hit the
ground first."
John
Wayne:
"Mine
was
taller. "
Answers on page 13

by Ron Ferguson

'y Mark Brough
What island did Clark Gable
and Joan Crawford escape from
n "Strange Cargo"?:
t What breed of animals did
"The Hathaways" own?
3. What mythical
creature
orovided a hit for the Irish'
Rovers in 1968?
.. What crime did Paul Newman
commit in "Cool Hand Luke"
which led him to the chain gang
prison?
.
5. In 1959 Robert Taylor made
his television debut in what
show?
6. According to Joan Baez, who
"laid her brother in his grave"? .
7. Who was the miniskirted
income tax collector. chasing
Elvis in "Speedway"?,
f.
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IW h0' 5 Who'
ship Chairman of both in'76-'78.
He is a member of AK Psi Business Fraternity" and has received a special citation from
the Commissioner of the U.S.
Bureau' of Reclamation
for
outstanding Service. ,
Reid Walters, also a senator
in the ASBSU, is a member of
, Alpha Kappa Psi, and also of
the Business
and Industry
Committee of the Chamber of
Commerce for Boise. He has
been the PR Director for AK
Psi, a member of the Student
Union Board of Governors, a
delegate to the Idaho Student
Convention, and a delegate to
,the national Alpha Kappa Psi,Convention.
Jerry Bridges, presently director of ASBSU Public Rela:
tions, was its Assistant Director
for one and a half years. He has
been
para-legal assistant to
the Idaho Supreme Court for the
last two years, and has taken
part in -other ,community and
school functions. '
Larry Johnson, another senator in the ASBSU, is an active
member of College Republicans, has done a summer
internship for Senator James
McClure, has made the Dean's
List 5 semesters,
Highest
Honors,2
semesters,
and
attended _the State Republican
Convention in 1976, among
various other honors.
Rick Brandel has served as an
officer at Chaffee Hall, as an
advisor, to the President's
Council, ,has been involved in
'the BSU Honors Program, and

e:

.

has served as a legislative
intern, along with many other
offices and honors.
James Cecil, a graduate of the
Navy Hospital Corpsman School,
has been in the Honors Program
at BSU,and has been involved
in the Health Science Student
association, the Health Science
Scholarship Committee, and the
Nursing Curriculum Committee.
He was also an officer in the
sociology club.
Lorene Clements, a senior,
is presently head of ASBSU
Student Services. She has been
spearhead of BSU's National
Student Exchange, an ASBSU
senator, vice-chairman of the
Senate, a, member of the
Financial Advisory Board, and a
member of the Special Events
Center Board of Directors. She
has received a political science
scholarship
and an ASBSU
recognition
award,
besides
many other awards and activities.
James
Crawford,
also a
'senior, has been vice-president
of AK Psi, also of Alpha Beta
Lambda
Eta, has been
a
legislative intern, has been an
ASBSU senator, and has received numerous other recognitions.
Gayle Gregory has been in the

[cont. from page 1]

BSU Honors Program for four
years, has served on the Judicial
Board, the Executive Board,
and the President's ,Council.
She has been Social Chairman at
Driscoll Hall, and more recently, Social Chairman at 'the,·
Towers. She ,has been on the
Dean Selection Committee and
received
other awards '~nd
recognitions.
Donna Mentzer, a senator '
from the' School of Arts and
Sciences, has served on the
Academic Affairs Committee,
been
an auditor
on the
Executive Board of the Idaho
College Republicans, been on
the Dean's List and received
Highest Honors, and' participated in musical activities oncampus.
Rob Perez, a senior, has been
on the Dean's List six -scmesters, a member of the Board of
Public Relations, a member of
the Intercollegiate Knights ( a
service fraternity), a member of
the Leadership Honorary, is a
3-year dorm resident advisor,
and has received other awards
and offices.
Kathy Robinson, a senior, has
participated
in BSU publications, the Western Idaho' State
Fair, has received a Sociology
Scholarship, was the author of

(Almost) anything
goes
Students
are' once again
preparing for an ar;ayof mad
and zany antics with the third
annual "(Almost)
Anything
Goes," a featured event during
Boise State University's Homecorning Celebration.
.
"(Almost)
Anything
Goes"
will be held Thursday, November 3, at 1 p.m, 'in Bronco
Stadium. The ,event, sponsored
by the residence
halls, will
'consist of four" teams, each
I representing one of the resi'dence halls' on campus. The
teams will be made up .: of
students, faculty members, and
administration; community lead, ers will be invited to serve as
participants and judges. '
Paul J. Schneider. will again
call the play-by-play
action
which will center on three main
events entitled "The Bronco
Saloon,'" "The
Fisherman,"
and "Plungerball."
: There will be $.50 charge at thegate with all proceeds going to
the Mountain
State Tumor
, Institute to aid in their purchase
of a- linear accelerator.
The
acquisition of the linear accelerator would give Boise the
second such cancer fighting
machine west of the Mississippi; the other is located at
Stanford University.'
Students are excited about this
HomecOming celebration
and
, urge the community to support
their efforts which they. feel will
result in "the greatest victory of
all, the defeat of cancer in our
lifetlme."
,
I
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the lSCI, a Graduate Admissons
Clerk, and has taken part in
other activities
around the
campus.
Marion Summers, formerly
the president
of the Idaho
Association for Children' with
Learning Disabilities, is now on
the board of directors for the
Boise Chapter. Summers was a
member of the Boise. Indepen. dent School District' Special
Education Board, pas served as
the Co-Chairman of the Miss
Roseburg, Oregon Pageant, and
has taken part in numerous
other community services.
Lynnette Sverdsten, formerly

a 'secretary of the BSU student
social work organization,
has
been' a resident advisor, was
nominated
for Homecoming
Queen, has been involved in a
Leadership Seminar, was involved in the Honors Program, has
been on the Dean's List, and
been active in various other
organizations around campus.
Barry Takeuchi is
member
of the Chaffee Hall Council, a
member of Alpha Kappa Psi, a
student representative of the
School of Business
Faculty
Tenure Committee;
and has
received numerous honors and
positions at BSU.

a'

Prof. Yunker to take

•
part .'In symposium
Douglas Yunker, Chairman of
the Social Work Department.
will participate
in the fifth
National Association of, Social
Work Biennial Professional Sym
posium in San Diego, California,
November 20-23. The Symposium's focus is Social Work SldUs:
"Humanizing the Human Services'? Professor Yunker will
present a paper, "Bibliography:

The Use of Reading
in
Thearapy."
While in California, Professor
Yunker will also attend
a
"Training
Seminar
for Site
Visitors,"
sponsored
by the
Council on Social Work Education.
This
training.
is in
preparation for evaluating various 'Schools of Social Work
which seek accreditation by the
Council.
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actors satisfied drinkwise.
"If .he had lived, he would
i have stopped the war," was the
! general opinion. of Wanda
; (Patricia Paterson). Wanda
pushing 40, felt that life began
: and ended not in BC and AD,
,but
in, before,
and after
Kennedy. Many hours were
spent reminiscing the day of his
assassination. '
"The end of truth is death,"
was the only valid comment
Sprager (Steve Marker) had.
This would-be actor with gay
affiliations
mentioned
many
I segments
of his days on the
!

Kennedy's CbUdren definitelyisn't the typical play known to
most occasional play goers.
KellDedy's CbUdren written by
Robert Patrick has no actor
interaction. Each player has his'
own conversations
with the
audience. relating segments of
his past. The past in this case is
the 60's.
.'
The play opens witlr the
bartender (Dan Peterson) who
incidently says nothing throughout the play. He simply serves
drinks and keeps the other

If this is Tuesdav,
Then, it mud' be

NATIONAL
ARM B ITER
'COVER
OEADLINE

NO H, ESDAV,
NOVE BER 1,1917
Tumimo the Arbiter
2nd floor SUB
!

ent

entert
coffee house curcuit, Now he
'spends his spare time (most of
. his time) in this bar, sponging
up alcohol.
"I understand war," quoted
Mark (Doug Copsey) from his
diary, a notebook he started
during his days in Viet Nam,
This account included all the
items he couldn't
send his
mother
in a letter.
This
regressing man gradually withdrew into himself. The only one
to leave the stage before the
play's
end emphisized
his
mental decrepitude.
"We had.ourown symbol-

kenin

ism," exclaimed Rona (Victoria
Holloway), the left over reactionary who spent many hours in
demonstrations throughout the
country. She now spends her
time in bars to avoid her loving
husband who passed from being
politically involved to a heroin
addicted
pacifist.
••All we
need is love."
"Ilike men, Ilike them a lot. I
knew how to manipulate them,"
proclaimed Carla (Seelye Smith),
the beautiful young woman who
imagined herself as another
Marilyn Monroe. Carla had
already seen the trials-s-of

..C!& ..La1,t <Waul ...

Marilyns before the age of
twenty-six, the year Marilyn
had begun. Carla chose to end
her career and her life.
Nostalgia of the 20s, 40s and
the 50s has been in great
demand. Not 'yet have I 'seen
, such a vivid picture reprinted of
the 60s. An excellent addition to
.fhe original
script included
music from this era concerning
each topic the players address.ed. Kennedy's
Chlldren was
definitely an awakening to the
recent past-If you are from this
time period and missed K.C."
you simply missed out.
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Self-analysis book
best effort yet
by MIke Isbell
Since the book opens with a
quote from Walt Whitman, let's
open the review with the same ,
quote:
,"The whole theory of the
universe is directed unerringly
to one single
individual namely to
You."
That quote constitutes the
essence of this book. It is
another
of the series
of
self-analysis
books for the
armchair
psychologist
which
began somewhere around I'm
OK, You're OK, and have
seemingly culminated to a mere
trickle in the last month or so.
This book is better than most.
My basic gripe with the other
books of this genre is that they
are written as (and they admit
'this right on the copyright page)
textbooks. I really. don't understand how ,they became best-

CASH fOR TRASH
"CARRIE"
Open 6:30
plus
sUu1s7:15
"DEMON SEED"

"YOU UGHT UP. MY LIFE"
tim~s~7:15 & 9:15 ~

i,

I"

something other than yourself
sellers, because I had difficulty
for an action you've taken, state
in comprehending some of their
out loud, no matter where you
more complicated theories, and
are, that you are fooling yourself
the man-on-the-street would not
-even have a chance of using or
. and will cease to do so instantly.
even understanding the materThis could cause some problems
ial concealed in their cerebralat a party, or in an elevator.
labyrinth depths.
Dyer is obsessed with the idea
jhat we go through our lives
This book, however, is written
trying the please, other. people,
iii .a simplified, concise, organso why 'not ourselves for ;I
ized style which makes available
change? This idea is not directly
the material to the average
! arguable, but he also 'States as
mind.
'
'part
of his program,
the
Dyer is a therapist at St.
: ignoring of the aches and pains
John's
University.
- He's
of others
until
we have
. appeared on the Carson show a
completed our own self-renovacouple of times, and is an
tion. '
intense, nervousIndividual.
He
My own personal ethics and
, is the epitome of the phrase
intuition tell me that this is
"livin' life at 80 mph".
wrong. The advent of maturity
We're here only once, proclaims Dyer, so we'd better , is accompanied by an expanded
empathy.
make the most of it.
The only other fault with
Dyer is not advocatingIrresDyer's book is its sweeping
ponsibility in his book, but
, generalitites.
It takes unusual'
,rather
learning
to be first
situations and blows them up to
responsible for oneself. Conelephantine' proportions in an.
sider the person you want to be
attempt
to identify with a
and become it. "reader's unique position,' and
He urges self-analysis accordonly succeeds in alienating the
ing to the criteria established in
: general reader for the remainhis book, such as: "Are you
I der of the point.
jealous? a worri~r? self conAll in all, a nice try, and the
scious?" . Then he suggests
best effort yet; On a scale of one
some good, some humorous,
to five, I give it a four.
and some downright outrageous
ideas as ways to implement your,
Your Erreneons Zones
new philosophies
into .your
by Dr. Wayne W. Dyer
everyday existence.
Funk & Wagnalls
For instance: he suggests that
Copyright 1976 ,
241pp.
every timeyoubegin
to .blame
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Pie Auction

MuPhi
Epsilon, the campus
music fraternity, will be holding
.a pie auction in front of the
Music Building, as. a'.fund-raising project on Monday at 1:40
pm. The auctioned pies will be
thrown in the faces of selected
members of the 'department
faculty.
.
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~Tremendousaudition turnout for 'Virginia Woolf'
The satyrical words, "Who's
Afraid of Virginia Woolf?" sung
to the tune of "Who's Afraid of
the Big Bad Wolf?" are ringing
out again, this time on the Boise
State campus. Edward Albee's
grippingplay,
Who's Afraid of
Virginia Woolf? is the next
. productiQn' scheduled. by , the
Theatre Arts Department. Auditions were held this past week,
with tremendous turnout from
both campus and community
members. Director Del Corbett
said that casting was extremely
difficult because of the many
possibilities displayed by over

I. Devil's Island'
2. Monkeys
j. "The Unicorn"
4. He was arrested for decapitating parking meters.
5. "The Detectives"
6. A Yankee
7. Nancy Sinatra
8. Maurice Richard
9. "Annie, Get Your Gun"
10. ,,"The War Wngon"

forty who auditioned,
with only
four parts to be cast.
Playing the part of George,
the master of games, is Bruce
S. Richardson, A junior theatrevmajor, Richardson has appeared
in productions on campus, at
Theatre in a Trunk, and at Boise
Little Theatre. Some of his
major roles have been Brady in
Inherit the Wind, Tybalt in
Romeo and Juliet, Jack in The
Importance of Being Earnest,
and Henry in Frankenstein.
Richardson is also an active
technician as well as an actor,
and last year co-directed,
co-wrote. and designed set for
the rock·opera,
Wind. He is
currently employed as a scenic
shop assistant with the Theatre
Arts Department.
Martha, the intelligent and
biting initiator of the mind
games that occur in 'this show. is
being played by Ginger Scott.
who graduated from BSU in
1972. She continues
to take
classes along with her work,

4

however, and is always eager to
get involved in theatre. Area,
residents will remember her in
Doug Copsey ProductionsvBoise Little Theatre, Theatre in a
Trunk, and "BSU. Some of
Scott's past accomplishments in
theatre include roles as Saint
Joan in The Lark, Mother inThe
Fan tastlcks , Theron in Wind,
Snug in Midsummer Night's
Dream, and Eeyore in. Winnie
the Pooh.
Allen Grunerud, a transfer,
student from ISU in Pocatello,
plays Nick, the opportunist
seeking to assist his career. AI,
was very active as actor.
director and technician in the
Pocatello community. AI has
. played the Gentleman Caller in
The Glass Menagerie. Frank in
Lovers and Other Strangers.
Christopherou .in Public Eye.
and Patroclus in Troilus and
Crcssida. Since moving here
from Pocatello. Gruncrud has
directed Lemonade and The

, Theatre. Here in Boise Harwood
has starred
as Mabel
in
Lemonade, Louise in The Great
Nebula in Orion. and the female
player in Adaptation.
all at
Theatre in a Trunk. In produc, tions at Pocatello she has played
Desdemona in Othello, Ruth in
The Effect of Gamma Rays" on
Man-In- The-Moon
Marigolds,
Catherine in And Miss Reardon
Drinks a Little. and many more.
Harwood has also been active in
summer stock, TV commercials, '
and radio theatre.

Great Nebula in Orion at
Theatre in a Trunk.
Shellie Harwood has the part
of Honey, a' character who
embodies overtly most of the
fears experienced by the other
characters. This is an encore
performance for Harwood, as
she also played the part of
Honey at' a production
of
Virginia Woolf in Pocatello. She
transferred to BSU last year
from ISU in Pocatello, and will
graduate from BSUin May of
this year with a major in

Article marred by- orrussion
T};~ article, Dodgers Earn
Loss, which appeared in last
week's Arbiter, was marred by
an ornision.
The first sentence
Qf the
second paragraph was printed
as follows: "According to BSU
nursing student Gene Drabinski, just returned from, Los
Angeles. of the 56,000 scats
sold per game 5.000 were
recieved by those with "connect

ions." The sentence should
read:
"According
to BSU
nursing student Gene Drabinski .: just' returned from Los
Angeles. of the 56.000 scats
sold per game only 5,OOO .•were
sold through
the Dodgers'
regular ticket outlets; the rest
were received by those with
"connections."
(omitted portion in bold face)
Chuck Bufe

REWARD

.Haveyou seenthis man?
He is about 10 ft. 2 in., Be wearing woven body of blues, browns,
purples Be yellows. He was ,last seen the week of May 29 in the
SUB. Anyone knowing his whereabouts; contact BSU art
depaitmem or Jennifer DeGrassi at $87-4486

.,.

DSUSpecial Events Center
Thursday

~OVO

:3

Friday' ~ov ~4
0

He play.sa 'Grand Piano-with fire, sarcasm, tenderness, weightlessness.
and
. style-always with unabashedemotion.
His technique is blinding, the product, of
years of study and practice. But what sets him apart is the contagious feeling he has
for the,' music he plays-whether it -is his' own or .another writer's composition.
Triple~grounded in classics, jazz and rock, .honed by concert:ilnd club appearancesconstantly performing- he is honest and appealing. His great versatility gives an
incredible variety to music he writes and plays, with tile result that he touches
virtually all age grQups. There is war.mth and stability in both his music and his
personalprojectiQn, and 1\nextreme,charisma in hi!; performances that arc utterly
devoid of "show-biz" cliches..
'

tickets $3 st~dents, 54 general
aVQilQbleat .SUDInfo Doo'th,Red_6. Black Music Shack

,.
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Above: Real old fushloned carmel apples were a stJcky but enjoyable highlight of the festivitJes on,
ARA's Apple Apple Day laBt Tuesday In the Snack Bar.
Above Right: Students took the opportunity to "bmn the midnight apple"
booking.

and get In a little

.J.
j'

Below: The apple fancier was given a choice of the.economy

RIght: •••or the hcmry model.

route ...
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by Freddie Vincent
Arbiter Sports Editor

only went to Junior Colleges for
playing help, but for coaching
help as well.
First-year head. coach Leo, G.
"Bud" Hake and his staff are
using a view "1':, formation
offense and many new players.
Hake brought along with him
from Grays Harbor in Washington quarterback Mick Spoon and
quickly tried to sew up ISU's
pitiful offense. And the Bengals
will need the points. Their
defense
collapsed
into the
league's
second-to-worst
last
year and only three starters

The Broncos of Boise State will
host the Idaho State Bengals at
Bronco Stadium this weekend .. '
And with homecoming included
in the activities, it should be
quite a weekend.
The Broncos are 4-0 in the Big
Sky Conference and they have
been undefeated at home. So
the Bengals arc in trouble.
After that dismal 1976 season /
when they scored just 11.6
points a game, the Bengals not

tI

t r a

return.
Spoon and Steve Holzer are QB
candidates
in Hake's
new
I-formation, from which he
plans to pass about a third of the
time. A primary target could be
Curt Didier,' one of the top JC
tight ends in the country last
year. Fullbacks Kevin Wellard
(462 yards) and Bruce Bachmeier lead a capable backfield that
will also include tailback Steve
Wolpin'and
JC All-American
Eddie McGill. ,
'
Big tackles Rick Scribner and
Bob Howard graduated, but the

Bengals will have plenty of size
nonetheless in the offesive line.
New comers Gary Trammell
(6-8, 263)', Tom Townsend (9-1,
270) arid Bart Nikoletich (6-0.
265) will see to th at.
End Greg Ray Allred must
recover from ailments to anchor'
a defense that's in real need of
aid. Come-throughs from tackle
Joe Moreino (6-5, 245) and end
Mark Tuson would help, but the
Bengals must find replacemcrifs-for departed linebackers Wayne
Hill and Joe Reed.
Holdovers Stan Gatewood

(225) and Neal Richardson are
the likely candidates, but Larry
Chambers is the only returnee
in the secorndary that lost five
seniors and can be described
only, asshakey,
" Idaho State stillhasn't gotten it
together with all the recruiting'
that's been done. So far they're
2-5£01' the season andthey will
be looking for a win against
Boise State.
aut "we all know that won't
happen in BroncovCountry-vat
least not this year anyway.
BSU-35 ISU-7

Eastern "Washington
outruns Broncos
by Charlie Wittner

For the second time in five
years, the Boise State University cross country team lost a
home meet, this time to Eastern
Washington
State University,
,26-30.
Last week, the Broncos lost
their first, home meet to Weber
State College,25-32.
The Eastern Washington team
placed all seven of their runners
in the top 15 to easily win the
meet.
Steve Collier and Scott Blackburn finished
together
for
Boise State while Eastern'
Washington placed Rick Becker
and Mike Hadway at third 'and
fourth, respectively. Collier and
Blackburn both recievcd ,the
same time at 24:58 while Becker
was 25:25 and Hadway 25:26.
After Dennis O'Halloran, who
ran . unattached, came Eastern
Washington's Steve Stageberg,
25:35,and Steve Jurich at 25:42.
Karl Knapp,
who was the
Broncos' third man, finished
tenth at 25:48. The next finisher
for Boise State was Stan Link,
who 'finished
15th with a
clocking of 26:36. At 16th place
was Dave Steffens, normally the
Broncos' fourth man. Steffens
was timed at 26:42. Charlie
Wittner was the seventh man as '
he placed 17th with a time qf
27:09. Tom Mulhern,
Gene
Stone, Rob Martin,and
Bruce
Blaser, in that order, were the
next runners to finish the race.
The meet was run on a very
rainy and coldSaturdaymorning.

The temperature was listed at
52 degrees but with the driving
rain, it felt more like 32 degrees.
The runners' hands and legs
were numbed by the cold, and
as a result, the times were
slower than last week.
But Collier. who just a week
ago set the course record, did
not let the cold stop him from
winning the race. He and
teammate Blackburn ran together over-the five mile course,
pulling away from the rest of the
pack after two and one half
miles.
After the race was over, Collier,
was asked who he thought'
would give him the most trouble
at the Big Sky . Conference
championships two weeks, from
now at Salt Lake City. Collier
said that Northern Arizona's
Jim Trapp and Larry Gerich
would be very tough. He also "
said that Norberto Segura of
Weber State could also be a
threat to him. Collier said that
Blackburn
his Boise State
" running mate, should definitely
be in the top five.
The Big Sky meet will be held
November 13th at Salt Lake
City. The Western
Athletic
Confernece will also hold its
champiouship at the same time
.and sight. Only the top four
teams can qualify 'for the
national meet. So, Boise State
does not necessarily have to.win
the Big Sky titleto compete at
the nationals. It must, however,
. place at least fourth against, all
of the other schools competing
from the 'Big Sky and Western
AthleticConf~rences combined.

E
Few things in life are as rewarding or as easy as tapping
a keg of cold Schlitz draught beer, p~oviding you follow a
few simple rules:
1. Do not roll the keg down a hill before attempting to
tap it.
2. Do not pump in too' much pressure after tapping. This can
force the natural carbonation out of the beer and make
, it foarnv

'.

'

3. If the person tapping the keg makes either of these mistakes.
politely point out the error of his ways. Unless',of course.
he weighs 265. plays tackle. and goes by t~~ ':lckna;m,e of
Moose. In this case vou should simply' say. NIce gaIn
Moose:'
"
,
.
Class dismissed,
THERE'S JUSTONE WORD
FOR BEER.

A.ND YOU I(NOW It

,

'

Siglinda SteinfUller
Dean of Beer

.,'.

Tickets' available for 'Idaho
Student and' student guest
tickets for the Idaho State game
will be available beginning at
noon on' Monday, October 31.
There are 2,000 student-guest
tickets available at $1.50 per
ticket. Full-time students may
pick up one student ticket with,
their activity card and may
purchase one additional ticket
for $1.50. Part-time students
may < purchase one ticket only
'with their activity card.
Tickets are available
at 'the

Student Union Building and at
the Varsity Center ticket office.
Full-time students
should
pick up their admission ticket
before 5:00 'on .Friday, to be,
, assured admission to the game.
Student tickets for the University of Idaho game. in MQSOOW
on' November
26 will .be'
available beginning ,November
14. These are reserved seats
and are, $3,00 per ticket. Idaho
tickets will, be available only at
the Varsity Center.
'
e

YOUR CAMPUS REP: RANDY I/RADAR'liBIRKENBINE

377-1411.
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by Freddie Vincent
Arbiter Spo~s Editor
Utah State was celebrating
their homecoming
this past
weekend in Logan along with
Founder's Day, parades, and
Tequila Day when the Broncos
came to town. The residents of
Logan· were fired up for the
activities and the big gamebetween BSU and the Utah
State .. Aggies"
at Romney
Stadium which ended in -a
surpirse" Utahans
could- not
believe. The surprise was Boise
State, a Division II school,
defeated the Aggies (Division I)
23-16 before a crowd of only
6,216 fans because of heavy rain
which spoiled the attendance
'and fans watching the Aggies
.Iose another game this season.
Utah State was expected to win
because they are in Division I
and they have a better quality of
players. Even I picked the
Aggies over BSU because they
have not been too successful on
previous road games and the»

,,

Above: Fred Goode struggles

toward paydlrt In the second quarter.

t

Right: Cedric Minter takes It around the corner for a long gain.
Below: One of the few passes that Lounle Hughes dropped all day.
Hoskin Hogan [16] and Dec Pickett, who spilt quarterbacking duties
ev~nly, had airtight protection from the Bronco offensive line the entire
game.

Photos by
ickSelby

•

,

Aggies had a two-week -rest
period to prepare for their clash
against the Broncos.
But Boise State proved every:
one wrong including yours truly
by upsetting
USU due to :
overconfidence.
Utah State was only 1-5 going
.Into the game, but they have
played nationally ranked teams
and were more physical and
bigger than the Broncos.
They aiso have 95 scholarships
. compared to Boise's 60. Be- sides, in their last meeting Utah
State had defeated an unbeaten
Bronco team 42-19. So, everything was in USU's favor.
Utah State took a 13-9 lead in
the first half, but the Broncos
rallied back on a two-yard run
by Fred Goode in the third
quarter to make it 16-13 with
1:59 remaining. Utah State's
Scutt Dye hit a 34-yard field goal
. to tie it 16-16.
With 6:24 left in the game, Dye.
missed a 36-yardfield goalthat .
was wide to the left on the goal
post.
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In , 3-16

Then Boise State started their
80-yard
march - to victory.
Quarterback Dee Pickett, who
came in for Hoskin Hogan in
the second half, hit seven of
eight passes for 121 yards, and
took eight plays to reach the 21
yardline.
Pickett used Terry Zahner for
the .first- two yards and then
threw a quick pass to Terry Hutt
for an l l-yard gain to the 33.
Then Pickett came back to
flanker Lonnie Hughes-who
took the pass, turned away from
one Aggie and sprinted to the
47.
From there, fullback David
Hughes and Zahner carried the
Broncos to. the Utah State 38
.where Hutt, who finished the
game with eight receptions for
158 yards, made a Icaping catch
from Pickett and went to the 21.
Pickett handed the ball to
Zahner who went I~ft and swept
loose by Jim Klotz' block, bullcd
by a couple of -Aggie tacklers
until he reached the goal where
two Aggie defenders couldn't

keep him from falling into the
end zone.
Tom Sarette's kick made it
23-16 with 2:58 remaining in the
gamc.
Utah State had two more
chances at scoring but the
deepest they moved the ball was
to its own 40. The Aggics went
to thc air but completed just two'
passes
against
the Bronco
secondary.
.
Boise State's defense slowed
down at times, but they never
gave Utah State a chance to
blow them off the field.
The Broncos went into the
game without starting defensive
tackle Calvin Barnhill and inside
linebackers Willic Beamon and
Bob McCauley. Doug. SCott
replaced
Barnhill while Ed
Deinas and Alex Kettles went at
inside linebackers.
Outside
linebacker Dave. Williams was
lost for the rest of the season
with a knee injury. The victory
makes Boise State 6-2 thus far'
this season.

Above: Dale Phillips and Bob Macauley help injured linebacker Ed Deinas off the field at the end of the
game. Deinas, whose knee was hurt in the first half, watched the Broncos come from behind and overtake
USU from the bench.
.
Left: Ken West grabs a clutch interception in Aggie territory.
.
Below left: Ralph Angstman and Ken' West shake up an unldentificd USU back in the open.
Below: Team physician Dr. Richard Gardner and Terry Zahner watch In elation from the sidelines
moments before the clock runs out on Utah State. Zahner's late touchdown assured the BSU victory.

s.'
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Tate and Jerry

Football prognostication can get pretty scary
by Tate
Richards

Simmons

and

Jerry

last -week, a snappy 113·40·2
record, a .735 percentage.

(.

1

after the second half opens. But
the Uof Ivy doesn't 'trust loaded
dice and neither do we.
UPSET SPECIAL: Idaho 21, Las
Vegas 20

Is there no justice? After the
Crimson Tide, LSU, has to
wrangle with Mississippi State,
while Bear's boys are looking forward
to " (yawn)
Miami,
Florida.
Bama 42, LSU 13

Penn State at North Carolina
State:

Northern Colorado at Montana:

Arkansas at Baylor:

Pitt at West Virginia:

Track right back to the- SWC,
where a pack of Razorbacks are
confusing a herd of Bears.
Arky 31, Baylor 17

The Panthers
have
Matt
Cavanaugh back, and his arm 'is
as useful as it ever was. Look for
Pitt to score a few dozen points a
game over the 'rest of the
season ...
Pitt 48, West Va. 13

Alabaina at Lonlslana State
The guys from Lexington aremore than' happy to continue
their amazing climb up the
ladder, at the expense of clubs
like Vandy. We're' not holding
, our breath though, the bubble of
glory
is bound
to burst,
- sometime.
Kentucky 27, VanderbUt 10

The Wolfpack
may hand
Paterno's group a few surprises.
but class will always' out.
Penn State 24, NC State 14

Ohio, State at DUnols:
It's fun to watch a well oiled
machine, the fluid grace of
motion, the utter poetry _with
which it performs: liquid magic.
We could go on for days about,
the OSU marching band, but
Woody h~s his pride too. He's
all smiles this Saturday.
36, Illlnl 13

a

\

more interesting.'
No matter
how these two have-been doing,
or who wins, there's always a
rodeo going on.
Okle 45, OSU 42

Kentucky at VanderbUt:

No matter who you are or what
you do, you're bound to offend
someone; the duo of Simmons
and Richards is no-exception .. I
account for the validity of
Richards'
testimony
of the
episode, knowing him as I
do ... well, at any rate, it's mean
out there folks.
Richards
was spending
a
leisurely afternoon, thumbing
through' a football periodical,
when the air was pierced with a
tremendous, "Where is He?
Where is He??!!!"
With the grace of
cat,
Richards vaulted from his desk,
in full gallop, fearing for his life,
was out the door, and disappeared down the hall. Diving
into the men's
room,
he
proceeded to entrench himself
in the refuge, intending to·blde
time until the heat blew over. A
natural response? -A mad man?
Yes and no. You see, in the
world of collegiate predictions
someone is bound to appoint
himself your enemy, if you make
a slip that makes his team look
bad on paper. More than once
did we receive irate responses to
our efforts and Richards.thought
it was only a matter of time until
someone would try, physically;
to tell him where to put his
column.
Assured that his associates in
the Arbiter office would not
divulge his identity. Richards
cautiously made his way back,
as if nothing happened. He was
greeted with amusement; as it
turned out the boiterous inquisitor was looking for someone
else, not looking to wring"
Richards' neck.
_
The moral: in the rough and
tumble world of predictions you
oft6n irk someone's pride' and at
such times it's often more
'advantageous to 'save 'your own
neck rather thari fearlosing your
shirt. Do I blame Richards" for
his flight? No, not really, but I
do wish you people would stop
flushing .the toilets. I'm trying
to work in here.
At any rate, we were 9 for ten

I

What have you got? Not baked
Alaska by any means.
Texas 35, Houston 28

-osU

Nebraska at Missouri:
The Tigers are not as bad as
most thought; ask Colorado. But
then again Nebraska isn't all
that bad, they waltzed past Ohio
State pretty handily. This is a
good one. It's another cliff
hanger in the Big-8 this year.
Nebraska 21, Missouri 13
Texas at Houston:
Take a number one team, add a
hungry set of Cougars that
aren't going to any bowl games
this year,
pour
into the
Astrodome and mix thoroughly.

Northwestern

at Michigan:

College football rating systems
are fickle: Just because of an
incldentallo-ss to Miimesota, the
moguls think the Wolverines
aren't #1. In our hearts, we
know better.
Michigan 28, NW'ern 3

For the first time in over a
month, the Boise State women's
cross country team fielded a.
complete team, 'and' as aresult,
won their first meet of the
season over Eastern Washington University and the College
of Idaho. Boise State had a total
of 19 points to capture first
place. Both Eastern Washington

Las Vegas at Idaho

The Rebels are high rollers and
this week are gambling that the
Vandals will can it quits soon

Oklahoma at Oklahoma State:
these

games

get

and College of Idaho had
incomplete teams,
.. Cindy 'Jorgensen
<111'd
Barb
Buchan' ran one-two to pace the
women 'to victory; .Jorgenscn
ran the 2.6 mile course in 16:46
while Buchan finished at 17:32.
Kathy Fink of Eastern Washington was third with a time of
18:07. Arlene Bartolme and
Sandy Kasscns, both Boise
State, finished fourth 'and fiftl),

t

respectively. Bartolme was
timed at 19: 1,2and Kasscns was
,clocked 'at 19:55. Jaquie Crist.
after not' competing because of '
shin splints, ran tough to finish
eighth. Crist's time was 22:37.
The race was run in extreme
cold and in a heavy downpour
which "caused the times to be
slower.
When asked if' the cold and
rain bothered her in her race,

Boise State's women's volleyball' team came back from the
Utah State University Invitation. al Tournament having dropped
two matches. The losses disqualified the BSUwome'n from,
further play in the double-elimAn exciting
ination
meet at Logan last
offer from
Saturday.
Discovery. A
, BSU's first loss came at the
variety pnckagc
.:':::,
of 15 Horizon-male con[r3CCPli\'CS~
.hands of the USU JV #2 team,
to fit every mood, Ribbed. contoured, natural
15-9,15-8. The Bronco women
and new, exotic South Sea colors .. AlI genUy
stayed in contention for the
lubricated Ior naturq) sensitivity. Discover
the' safe alternative. Send (or your variety
second match until the 'end,
pock today,
losing 16-14, ,11-15, 15-9.
'
The results oflast weekend's
r» ••• - -_-_
'--'
.,
: Discovery, P.O. Bux 4f)':;, \\'Csl Hartford,
:
play brought the BSUvolleyban
:crOOI07'
BSU
'
:
record to 6-13 at the end of the.
: Please rush me myDiscovcrv variety pack in <1 :
: plain, brown wr:lnp~r.'
, " " :
season. The next event
i 0 Varic~y pJck or' 15 Horilon CtmlriJi:l.:pti"l::>for: , regular
for the Boise State team will be
: ,$5.95...
:
: 0 PilC~gC of J)limuJa conlraccpli\'c~ for S 1.50. i
the Northwest CollegIate Wom:, NM.O:
'
,
~~ __ ~~,~~
__ -'_:
en's sports Association Eastern
, .
Area tournament at Ellensburg,
: APl)Rf.5S' ,
:
'
C~~~;::".:~....~...~:~·~T~,~-.::~~~~:-;·:~t
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Montana
Arizona:

State

at

Northern

The Lumberjacks
were so
awesome at the end of the '76
season that most predicted that
they would be MSU's major
opposition this year. All looked
well but appearances arc often
deceiving; then again no one
expected the Bobcats to stumble
as they have. Yes, folks, it's a
battle of the has beens with the
winner second place to the BSU
Broncos.
-UPSET # 2:, NAU 21, MSU 19

meet; n~giona/s. next

15 dynamite
ways to play' VoUey'b911
, ' it safe,
drops two
For$5o~5o

,

Something tens us that this will
not be the same USU team that
fell against BSU last time out.
Weber has played good football,
on occasion, but this is another
worldu-!_
far_ ..as...Jhey
are _.....
concerned.
Utah State 28, Weber State 10

The Broncos sustained injuries
that could spell disaster for
some teams. But this club is
blessed with depth and talent.
ISU is strong in that department
too; you're bound to be if you
have the Pocatello junior. high
all-stars playing for ya. Happy
Homecoming to the folks in the
stands.
BSU45, ISU 3

Some time back, your heroes
were' congratulated by a Notre
Dame alumnus on rivaling the
Sports Illustrated jinx (viz.,
picking USC to beat the Irish at
Indiana). No such problem this
week, friend.
Notre Dame 31, Ga. Tech 14

Abruptly

Utah State at Weber State

Idaho State at Boise' State:

Georgia Tech at Notre Dame:

Distaff X-,-C wins
by .Charlie Wittner

BIG-SKY

Toss a handful of ten pound
weights into the air and see how
long they stay up. That's the
. unfortunate position Montana
finds itself in this week: a lot of
dead weight out there on the
field.
Montana 7, Nor. Colorado.n

;

Jorgensen
replied" "I' didn't.
mind lthc rain so much. I felt
pretty good, I like it when it's
cold, I can't run as well in the
'heat. "
',' The women's next meet will.be
the Rcgionals.ncxt Saturday at
Spokane, Washington,
With
runners such as Jorgensen and
Buchan, the Bronco' women
should
place high in the
competition.

October 31, 19n rARBITER

x-c meet

Intra mural notes
Flag football season finished
Rosters for 5-man basketball
Tuesday, Oct. 25, with the Cerm
men's volleyball and women's
Spells defeating Barr's Burn
volleyball are due Thursday.
Outs in the championship game
November 3.
by the score of 2-0.
Play for these sports will begin
The Spells got to the finals by
the following week. For successdefeating A-3 Penthouse 18-12
ful leagues we need as many
in a playoff game the night
teams as possible. Basketball is
before. Barr's had recieved a
looking pretty good, but volleybye.
.
ball rosters are coming in slow.
Members of the winning team
There will be a meeting on
were: Jerry' Buerkle,
Jerry
Thursday, November 5th for all
Torninaga,
John Strickland,
5-man basketball captains to
Bryant Rudd, MickHanks, Ross
talk about the .rules of sportsMasson, Greg Richardson, Kelmanlike conduct. It will be held
!y Sutton, Brian Stutzman, Bob
upstairs-in' the. gym by Room
Head, Brad Hellwig, and ,Greg
203, at 6 pm.. Everybody is
Hadel.
encouraged to attend. This will
The season came to an end for'
be die time when questions will
Cooed Softball with C.C.P.O.
b~ answered
and warnings
surviving
the playoffs
and
gl~en for, the on~y time.
knocking off Ripley's Believe It
PIck up rosters In room 203 in
in the finale 15-10, Wed!1esday,
the gym. They are in the
Od. 26.-Thrs-wasT'-CP:(j:~'s--,bookshelf-by
Ross·Vaughn!s---·
second straight championship.
door.
Any questions,
call
defeated
theto Man385-1131, or 385-3515.
kosC.C.P.O.
6-5 the night
before
earn'

scheduled Nov : 5
JULIA

The Intramural Cross Country
meet will be held on Saturday,
November'S' at 9 am beginning
in front of the Varsity Center.
(1'
Any student, faculty, staff, or
o ; spouse of the these can
'participate.
Teams consist of
five people with at least one
member being a female. You
can run as an independant and
still be eligible for an individual
trophy. Team and individual
trophies will be rewarded.
The scoring for team placing
will be by totaling the finishing
place of the five team members.
Lowest score wins the cross
country.
'
Rosters should be turned intol
5. Under bridges.
Room 203 of the gym. Any
6. Up and over Capitol bridge to
questions
call 385-} I.H or:
Julia Davis.
385-3515.
;
'Z._Shortest.illstan.ce~
. ,.
lliC" three mile' courseisl
8. Over Broadway bridge.
printed below:
9. Ending
-::..:. point.
..:.. '
...;.
~.J

:"5-;>

\'==.

A!:-"

AWN \!£)
MORRISON
PA'R~

1. Starting point.
2. Driveway open
Chaffee Hall.
.3._Unrlet:-Brirlges.
4. Around shelter
Morrison.

the ritght ·to play Ripley's.
Ripley's defeated Up is 21-16 on
Monday to make the finals.
Members of the winning team
were: Jon Stein, Terry Saras,
Ron Beck, Ben Stroud, Kerry
Harris. Don Young, Mike Fries,
Kathy Mason, LOri Stallings,
Jackie Hughes, Phyllis Royston,
Patti Crapps- Irene Good, Lisa
Gabiola, Kathy Williams.
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at' Ann
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EDADDRESSERS WAlIt'TEHIm·
Work at home-no Ii1
experlence necessary-vexcellent ~
Il1i pay. Write American Service,
fiI 8350 Park Lane, Suite 269, [))

iii mediatelyl

I

m

"I' D~as

Tex~

75231.

I Fage 19
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I CONTACf LENS WEARERS.
I Save on brand name hard and
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c

t

~
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e

~
soft lens supplies. Send for free
~ Ulustrated catalog •.Coatact Lens llil
f\ft Supplies, Boll. 7453, Phoenix, ~
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ArizonaB5011.
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~ BEGINNING

IBwk 'coume,
t1 N,ovem,ber

Bridge
starting
Tues. IiJ
Ist, ForlnfQ.
call

I,',':
s

343·5112.

Iia,-,

I
~~llJJJ,
IWHITE ELEPHANT

m

---e-----:-

' m
Lessons:'/:1I

Fcaturlng

~

II

I,

organiza·
Hon bake sell. Corn~r of;'
, Broadway & University Dr. Nov. ':

I

"•• WI '36,1257.,

!

Thursday

atl:00pm
inthe,BroncoStadiitm

III 1964 VW BUG, new brakes, new ' . ;
f!iJ"tlres. $350.00.,385.3275 'before
I
p.m.
'

14

I LANGE FS·170cm ~1I,ook.Nev:
I 336·1923.
'75 Nordlcas' S9 auto.il track~
'

1__

FrOlll:

r

I
I

. 5. F., ........

rfC<1111S

Chaffee IIall Morrison lIall
I)riscoll IIall Illc
Towers
With
Paul J. Schneider of KBOI~'
Radio Cttllil1g tIle actiO!l.

SALE:
Th,um. Nov. 3, 9 a.m. to 5,p.m. Ii1I
South end' Bronco Stadium tit
parking lot. ,PrOceeds. to MSTI.,,~

I IDAHO QIC nonp~Dt

Co-ed

"'ov.3·

Door Donation 50¢for mSTI

mIllUlll&lEI Bllillll'Sillia
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